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DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. ) 
RANDEL, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _________________ ) 
Case No. CV- O 8 - Lf q 1 
COMPLAINT 
Plaintiff, CITY OF OSBURN, by and through its attorney, 
Charles L.A. Cox of Evans, Keane, as and for a cause of action 
against defendants, DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. RANDEL, husband 
and wife, complains and alleges as follows: 
I. 
Plaintiff City of Osburn is and was at all relevant times a 
municipal corporation and a political subdivision of the State of 
Idaho. 
II. 
Defendants David C. Randel and Pamela L. Randel are over the 
age of eighteen years, competent and not in the military service. 




The defendants are the owners of the real property located 
in Osburn, Idaho and more particularly described on Exhibit A, 
attached hereto. 
IV. 
On or about December 6, 2004, the defendants submitted to 
the City of Osburn, an application for building permit to build 
the storage building, hereto attached as Exhibit B. 
V. 
On or about July, 2007, defendants did unlawfully caused to 
be erected, constructed, reconstructed, altered, repaired, 
converted or maintained two buildings or structures, otherwise 
identified as (2) temporary storage buildings or sheds located on 
Lot 16, of Block 6, Dunkle's Third Addition, Osburn, Idaho, which 
is in violation of the Osburn City Zoning Ordinances for such use 
of Lot 16, of Block 6, Dunkle's Third Addition. 
VI. 
On August 14, 2007, Michael K. Branstetter, attorney, sent a 
letter to the defendants advising that they were in violation of 
Osburn Zoning Ordinances, attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
VII. 
On our about August 23, 2007, defendants sent a letter to 
the City of Osburn admitting that they did add two temporary 
storage buildings to the property located at 1263 East Larch. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit D. 
VIII. 
On or about February, 2008, Dale J. Flectcher, Building 
Official for the City of Osburn sent a letter to the Mayor and 
Council, advising that he had a phone conversation with defendant 
David Randel, wherein he informed the defendant that temporary 
2. COMPLAINT 2 
. -. 
buildings are allowed for a period of not more than 180 days and 
need approval from the building official. Attached hereto as 
Exhibit E. 
IX. 
As a direct and proximate result of Defendants violations 
of City of Osburn's ordinances, plaintiff has incurred damages in 
bringing this lawsuit. 
X. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 12-120, Plaintiff is entitled 
to an award of reasonable attorney fees. If this action is 
uncontested, a reasonable attorney fee would be $1,000.00. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays the Court for Judgment against 
Defendants for: 
1. An Order from the Court requiring the defendants to 
remove the temporary structures from the real property located 
1263 East Larch, Osburn. 
2. For all attorney fees, which would be $1,000.00 if this 
matter is uncontested, and costs; or for an amount to be 
determined by the court in the event this action is contested. 
3. Whatever other relief the Court deems fair and just. 




By: G~ / .----, 
Charles I(.A;;tox, -"° 
Attorney for City of Osburn 
3 
:..:,. Re-record to correrlt address c.. 
WARRANTY DEED 
Order No.:204043148 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
Rudee L. Scott, subject to community interest of spouse, If any 
the grantor(s), do(es) hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto 
David C. Randel and Pamela Lee Randel, Husbnnd a_nd Wife 
whose current address is l:,i:Jsh/ IPlifsl::/oAk/r /rJ.r/i/JJ _ P. 0. Box 2 0 6 8 
Ni/::N:,/ch);Jk/,/W/i.Jl9lslo/?JOsburn, Idaho 83849 
the grantee(s), the following described premises, in Shoshone County, Idaho, TO WIT: 
SEE A TI ACHED EXHIBIT' A' MADE A PART HEREOF 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee, heirs and 
assigns forever. And the said Grantor does bereby covenant to and with the said Grantee(s), that (s)he is/are the 
owner(s) in fee simple of said premises; that they are free from all encumbrances Except: Cwrent Year Taxes, 
conditions, covenants, restrictions, reservations, easements, rights and rights of way, apparent or of record. 
And that (s)he will warrmt and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever . 
.I' State of A/<- } ,A. I<.. 
}ss 
County of } 
On this JJ"-cf day of f'J ov9-Af\b.M 200.:/._, before me, a Notary Public in and for said state, personally 
appeared f< vcPu L · Sc.c ft · known or identified to 
me to be the person(s) whose name(s) are subscribed to the within Instrument and acknowledged to me that they 
executed same. 
IN WI'INESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written. 
Notary Public for the State of 1'.f,; .. 
Residing at: Pa.I tmv. 
1 
A-/<.. 
Commission Expires: 0 S' ( 0 5 /o [{' 
4 EXHIBIT A 





The Northwesterly 93 feet of Lot 15, Block 6, Dunkles Third Addition, Shoshone County, 
State ofldaho according to the official and recorded plat thereof, 
EXCEPT the Northwesterly 9 feet of said Lot 15. Said Northwesterly 93 feet and 
Northwesterly 9 feet to be measured parallel with and at right angles to the lot line common 
to Lots 14 and 15 of said Block 6. 
PARCEL 2: 
All that portion of the Southwest quarter Northwest quarter of Section 20, Township 48 
North, Range 4 East, B.M., Shoshone County,State orldaho described~ follows: 
Beginning et a poi!!t on the Southwesterly line of Lot 15, Block 6, Dunkles Third Addition, 
Shoshone County, State ofldaho according to the official and recorded plat thereof from 
whence Comer No. 1 ofsald Dunkles Third Addition bears South 62°04' East, 257.96 feet 
distant; thence 
South 39°28' West, 73.44 feet distant to a point, a piece of drill steel; thence 
North 50°32' West, 84.00 feet distant to a point, a piece of drill steel; thence 
North 39°28 East, 56.31 feet distant to a point; thence 
South 62°04' East, 85.73 feet distant to the point of beginning. 
PARCEL 3: 
A parcel of land situated in Section 20, Township 48 North, Range 4 East, B.M., Shoshone 
County, Idaho and comprised of the Easterly 7.00 feet of Lot 15 and the Westerly 77.00 feet 
or Lot 16, Block 6, Dunkles Third Addition to Osburn. 
Also, a parcel beginning at the Southwest corner of the Westerly 77.00 feet of Lot 16, Block 
6, Dunkles Third Addition to Osburn, from whence Corner No. 1 of said Dun Ides Third 
Addition bears South 62°04' East, 172.13 feet distant; thence 
5 
South 39°28' West, 90.58 feet distant to a point, a piece of drill steel; thence 
North 50°32' West, 84.00 feet distant to a point, a piece of drill steel; thence 
North 39°28' East, 73.44 feet distant to a point; thence 
South 62°04' East, 85. 73 feet distant to the point of beginning, 
nf:.GG:-!Ci .. u 
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The Northwesterly 93 feet of Lot 15, Bloc.k 61 Dunkles Third Addition, Shoshone County, 
State of Idaho according to Che official and record ea plat thereof. 
·EXCEPT the Northwesterly 9 feet of said Lot 15; Said Northwesterly 93 feet' and 
iNorthwesterly 9 feet to be measured parallel with and at right angles to the lot line common 
to Lots 14 and 15 of said Block 6. 
PARCtL2: 
. . 
All that portion· of the Southwest Q\larter Nortb,,.,·est quarter of Section 20, Township 48 
North 1 Range 4 East, B.M., Shoshone County, State ofldaho described as follows: . 
Beginning at a point on the Southwesterly line of Lot 15, Block 6, Dunkle, Third Addition, 
Shoshone County, State of Idaho acco·rding to the official and recorded plat thereof from 
wh·ence Corner No. 1 of said Dunkles Thir_d Addition bears South 62°04' East, 257.96 feet 
dist~nt; thence 
South 39°28' W~st, 73.44 feet distant to a point, a piece of drill steelj thence 
North 50°32' \Vest, 84.00 feet distant to a point, a piece of drill steel; thence 
North 39°28 East, 56.31 feet distant to a point; thence 
South 62°04' East, 85. 73 feet distant to the point of beginning • 
. PARCEL 3: 
A parcel ofland s!tuated in Sectlo·n 201 Township 48 Nor~h, Rang_e 4 E~t, B.M., Shoshone 
County, Idaho an.d comprised of lhe Easterly 7.00 feet of Lo~ 15 ancl the Westerly 77.00 _feet 
of Lot 16, Block 6, Dunkles Third. Addition to Osburn. 
Also, a parcel beginning a.t the Southwest corner of the Westerly 77;00 feet ofLot 161 Block 
6, Dunkles Third Addition to Osburn, from whence Corner No. 1 of said Dunkies Third 
Addition bea~ South. 62°04' East, 172.13 fe~t distant; thence · 
10 
CITY '1F OSBURN 208?5~~'i85 
? }II • 
South .39~2s• We,11 90.58. feet distant to a point. a piece or drill steel; thence . . . . 
North soa.ll' West, 84.00 feet dlsfabt. to a poin_t, a p'lece of drill steel; thence 
North 39a2)1• East, 73.44· feet distant to a point; thence 
South 62°04' East, 85.73 feet distant to the point of beginning. 
11 
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MICHAEL K. BRANSTETTER 
HULL & BRANSTETTER 
CHARTERED 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
David and Pamela Randell 
P.O. Box 2068 
Osburn, ID 83849 
416 RIVER STREET 
P.O.BOX709 
WALLACE, ID 83873-0709 
August 14, 2007 
Re: Osburn Zoning Ordinance Violation 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Randell: 
This office serves· as attorneys for the City of Osburn, Idaho. 
H.J. HULL (1888-1975) 
ALDEN HULL (1919-1984) 
PIATT HULL (1914-1992) 
TELEPHONE: (208) 752-1154 
FAX: (208) 752-0951 
You have recently place two (2) storage sheds on the lot that you own east of 
your home which is situated at 1263 East Larch, Osburn, Idaho. Your home 
occupies Lot· 15 of Block 6, Dunkle' s Third Addition. The storage sheds are 
located on Lot 16 ( a portion thereof, which you own) of Block 6, Dunkle's Third 
Addition. These are separately platted lots in the City of Osburn. 
The zoning ordinances of the City of Osburn do not allow for your use of 
Lot 16A of Block 6, Dunkle's Third Addition in this fashion. The zoning 
ordinances do not allow for_ accessory uses, such as the storage sheds, without a 
primary building or residence also being constructed on the same lot. I direct your 
attention to Osburn Municipal Codes as follows: 
• 17.44.040 - which defines the accessory uses permitted on a lot. 
• 17.20.010 and 17.20.020 -Zoning regulations and permitted uses in an Rl-1 
family residence zone. 
• 17.08.020- definition of accessory use. 
• 17.08.160- definition of lot. 
Copies of the above Ordinance Sections are enclosed for your reference. 
The City of Osburn demands compliance with its zoning ordinances and you 
are hereby notified you are in violation of the Zoning Ordinance. The City will 
13 EXH\B\1 C 
David and Pamela Randell 
August 14, 2007 
Page 2 
allow you two (2) weeks from the date of receipt of this letter to remove the 
storage sheds from Lot 16 of Block 6, Dunkle's Third Addition. If you fail to do so 
the City will initiate criminal and/or civil action against you to compel their 
removal. Section 17.12.170 provides the City with this authority (copy enclosed). 
If you require additional time to remove the storage sheds but will agree in writing 
to remove them please provide the Osburn City Clerk with at Letter of Agreement 
and your requested date for removal. 
11:K.B/pwk 
Enclosures 
cc: Osburn City Clerk 
Very truly yours, 
HULL & BRANSTETTER CHARTERED 
/7111 ' ' 
By: _. .frLv../lµ,l 
· ichael K. Branstetter 
14 
17.12.170 
thereto on the proposed site or on the street adjoining. 
(Ord. 176 §17, 1983: Ord. 98 §340.2, 1970). 
17.12.170 Remedies for violations. A. In case any 
building or structure is erected, constructed, reconstructed, 
altered, repaired, converted or maintained, or any building, 
structure, or land is used in violation of this title or other 
regulations made under authority of this title, the proper 
authorities of this city may in addition to other remedies, 
institute any appropriate action or proceedings to prevent 
such unlawful erection, construction, reconstruction, altera-
tion, repair, conversion, maintenance or use, to restrain, 
correct or abate such violation, to prevent the occupancy 
of such building, structure or land or to prevent any illegal 
act, conduct, business or use in or about such premises. 
B. In addition to the above, any person, violating any 
of the provisions of this chapter shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be punished 
by a fine in the sum not exceeding three hundred dollars or 
by imprisonment in the county jail for a period not exceeding 
six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. (Ord. 
176 §18, 1983: Ord. 98 §350.1, 1970). 
Chapter 17.16 




















South half of Block 32--Rezoned. 
Lots 12 and 13--Partially rezoned. 
North Third Street--Rezoned. 
~olaris area--Partially rezoned. 
Area near Zanetti Brothers Premix Concrete 
Plant--Rezoned. 
Polaris area--Partially rezoned. 
Area near Burns-Yakk Sawmill site--Rezoned. 
Polaris area--Partially rezoned. 
Block 22 of Polaris Addition--Partially 
rezoned. 
Area near Mullan Avenue and First Street--
Partially rezoned. 
Area near Burns-Yaak Sawmill site--Partially 
rezoned. 
For statutory provisions authorizing cities to divide 
into districts, see IC §50-1202. The official zoning 
map is on file in the city hall. 





~- Contractor's temporary construction sheds may be 
allowed in any zone when such use is incidental to construe-
. tion on the lot or in the immediate vicinity. ("Ord. 98 
§205. 4, 1970). 
17.44.050 Relocation of existing structures. No exist-
ing structure or use shall be moved to another lot in any zone 
in the city unless the structure or use or the proposed con-
version thereof conforms to all regulations of this title and 
the building code. (Ord. 98 §205.5, 1970). 
. 17. 4 4. 0 60 T.rai ler houses--Prohibi ted--Exceptions. No 
trailer house, mobile ·home, travel trailer or similar facility 
shall occupy any lot for permanent or semi-permanent resi-
dence within any zone except as provided in Sections 17.24.030 
and 17.25.010. (Ord. 176 §27, 1983: Ord. 98 §205.6, 1970). 
17.44.070 Clear-vision areas. A. A clear-visioi area 
shall be maintained on the corners of all property adjacent 
to the intersection of two streets or of a street and a rail-
road. A clear-vision area shall contain no planting, tence, 
1or other temporary or permanent obstruction exceeding two 
land one-half feet in height, measured from the top of the 
curb, or where no curb exists, from the establisl)ed center-
line grade of the street, except that trees exceeding two 
and one-half feet may be permitted if all branches and foliage 
to a height of eight feet above the top of the curb are 
removed. 
B. A clear-vision area shall consist of a triangular 
area two sides of which are street lines and the third side 
of which is a line across the corner of the lot connecting 
the ends of the other two sides. The size of a clear-vision 
area is determined by the distance from the intersection of 
the two street lines to the third side, measured along the 
street. The size shall be as follows: 
1. In a residential zone the distance determining 
the size of a clear-vision area shall be thirty feet. 
2.. In all other zones the distance determining the 
size of a clear-vision area shall be fifteen feet, except 
that where the angle of intersection between streets is less 
than thirty degrees the county may require a greater distance. 
(Ord. 98 §205. 7, 1970). 
17.44.080 Residence lot area. A. No residence shall 
be erected in any zone on a lot having a width of less than 
fifty feet, nor a depth of less than eighty feet, nor in an 
Rl zone on a lot having less than six thousand square feet, 
nor in any other zone on a lot having an area of less than 
six thousand square feet except that 1 one-family residence 
may occupy any lot where residences are a permitted use having 
an area of not less than forty-five hundred square feet which 













17.44.040 Accessory uses. A. No accessory building 
or use shall occupy any lot until the main building is actually 
commenced and no accessory building shall be used,. except as 









Contractor's temporary construction sheds may be 
in any zone when such use is incidental to construe-
the lot or in the immediate vicinity. Cord. 98 
19 70) . 
17.44.050 Relocation of existing structures. No exist-
ing structure or use shall be moved to another lot in any zone 
in the city unless the structure or use or the proposed con-
version thereof conforms to all regulations of this title and 
the building code. (Ord. 98 §205.5, 1970). 
. 17. 44. 060 T.railer houses--Prohibi ted--Exceptions. No 
trailer house, mobile 'home, travel trailer or similar facility 
shall occupy any lot for permanent or semi-permanent resi-
dence within any zone except as provided in Sections 17.24.030 
and 17.25.010. (Ord. 176 §27, 1983: Ord. 98 §205.6, 1970). 
17.44.070 Clear-vision areas. A. A clear-visioi area 
shall be maintained on the corners of all property adjacent 
to the intersection of two streets or of a street and a rail-
road. A clear-vision area shall contain no planting, fence, 
or other temporary or permanent obstruction exceeding two 
and one-half feet in height, measured from the top of the 
curb, or where no curb exists, from the establisbed center-
line grade of the street, except that trees exceeding two 
and one-half feet may be permitted if all branches and foliage 
to a height of eight feet above the top of the curb are 
removed. 
B. A clear-vision area shall consist of a triangular 
area two sides of which are street lines and the third side 
of which is a line across the corner of the lot connecting 
the ends of the other two sides. The size of a clear-vision 
area is determined by the distance from the intersection of 
the two street lines to the third side, measured along the 
street. The size shall be as follows: 
1. In a residential zone the distance determining 
the size of a clear-vision area shall be thirty feet. 
2.. In all other zones the distance determining the 
size of a clear-vision area shall be fifteen feet, except 
that where the angle of intersection between streets is less 
than thirty degrees the county may require a greater distance. 
( o rd. 9 8 § 2 O 5 . 7 , 19 7 0) • 
17.44.080 Residence lot area. A. No residence shall 
be erected in any zone on a lot having a width of less than 
fifty feet, nor a depth of less than eighty feet, nor in an 
Rl zone on a lot having less than six thousand square feet, 
nor in any other zone on a lot having an area of less than 
six thousand square feet except that 1 one-family residence 
may occupy any lot where residences are a permitted use having 





west Polaris; from M-2 (heavy industrial zone) to R-3 (one 
family residence zone including mobile homes) as follows: 
A. See Exhibit "A" attached to the ordinance codi-
fied in this section and by this reference incorporated 
herein as if set forth in full. 
B. The zoning map and boundaries as designated in 
17.16.020 is by reference amended to show the reclassifi-
cation from M-2 to R~3 as mentioned in subsection A of 
this section. 
C. All references in this title to an R-3 zone shall 
apply to the area mentioned in subsection A of this sec-




















f.c~;;~';2_0~.Q.;:8':f.'n'fent. The Rl zone is intended for the 
use and protection of one-family residences but excludes 
mobile homes, manufactured homes, travel trailers intended 
for occupancy and other similar facilities on individual 
lots. (Ord. 176 §21, 1983: Ord. 98 §120.1, 1970). 
117'~2 0 /020 t Permi,tted t.fses .__ A. One-family resi-
dences; 
B. Rooms or room and board for not more than two 
persons may be provided by a resident proprietor; 
C. Gardening, fruit growing, and nurseries; domestic 
pets may be kept for noncommercial purposes; 
D. Uses permitted in and subject to the regulations 
of R2 zone may occupy any lot having a side property line 
which adjoins, with or without an intervening alley, any 
lot located in a B zone or an M zone; 
E. Accessory uses including home occupations as de-
fined in thi·s title, private swimming pools, and one de-
tached private garage for each dwelling unit. Accessory 
127-3 ( Osburn 1/04 ) 
19 
17.20.020 
structures, including private garages, shall not be lo-
cated less than thirty feet from the front line ~or less 
than twenty feet from any adjoining side street, except 
garages attached to or within the residence; 
F. The following uses may be allowed by special per-
mit from the .commission upon due proof that such use will 
not be unduly detrimental to surrounding properties; 
1. Public and private schools; 
2. Public parks or playgrounds; 
3. Churches and convents; 
4. Public service buildings; 
5. Conversions to two-family residences; 
6. Cemeteries; 
7. Temporary circuses, fairs, and carnivals. 
(Ord. 98 §120.2, 1970). 










































Mobile home park. 
Motel or auto court. 
Manufactured home (manufactured housing). 
Nonconforming building. 
Nonconforming use. 
Parking area, private. 
Property line, front. 






Signs, business advertisements. 
Story. 
Tailing impoundment ponds. 
Tent camp. 
Street. 
Trailer house, mobile home, travel trailer, 






17.08.010 Definitions generally. A. For the purpose 
of this title certain words and terms are herewith defined. 
The word "shall" is always mandatory. The word "may" is 
permissive, subject to the judgment of the person adminis-
tering the title. · 
B. Words not defined in this chapter shall be con-
strued as defined in the building code of the city, as it 
may be amended from time to time, if defined therein. 
C. Whenever the term "th.is title" is used in this 
title, it shall mean the zoning ordinance of the city and 
include any and all of the amendments thereto as may be 
hereafter adopted. The word "coromission" shall be deemed 
to refer to the zoning commission of the city. (Ord. 98 
§110.1, 1970). 
17. 08. 020 Accessory use. "Accessory use" means a 
subordinate use or building located upon the same lot occu-
pied by the main use or building and ordinarily appurtenant 
thereto. (Ord. 98 §110.105, 1970). 




17.08.130 Hotel. "Hotel" means a building, other than 
an auto court or motel, providing lodging with or without 
meals for the public, but which does not have cooking faci 1-
i ties in individual rooms. (Ord. 98 §110.155, 1970). 
17.08.140 Junkyard. "Junkyard" means any lot or struc-
ture where waste, discarded or salvaged materials are 
exchanged, stored or handled; but excluding secondhand stores 
and used furniture stores when all activity and storage are 
conducted wholly within the building. (Ord. 98 §110.160, 
19 70) . 
17.08.150 Kennel. "Kennel" means any lot or premises 
on which three or more dogs or cats over three months of age 
are kel;)t. (Ord. 176 §7, 1983: Ord. 98.§110.165, 1970). 
17.08.160 Lot. "Lot" means the parcel of land on which 
a principal use or building and its accessory buildings are 
placed, together with the required open spaces. For the pur-
poses of determining the location of required yards, a lot 
shall be considered to be as shown on the official recorded 
plat of the property. (Ord. 98 §110 .170,. 1970). 
17.08.170 Lot, corner. "Corner lot" means any lot 
which is located at the intersection of two or more streets. 
(Ord. 98 §110.175, 1970). 
17.08.180 Lot depth. "Lot depth" means the horizontal 
distance between the front and back property lines measured 
in the mean direction of the side property lines. (Ord. 98 
§110.190, 1970) 
17.08.190 Lot, inside. "Inside lot" means any lot 
other than a corner lot. (Ord. 98 §110.180, 1970). 
17.08.200 Lot, through, "Through lot" means a lot 
which has frontage on two parallel or approximately parallel 
streets. (Ord. 98 §110 .185, 1970). 
17.08.210 Lot width. "Lot width" means the horizontal 
distance between side property lines measured at right angles 
to the lot depth at a·point thirty feet from the front prop-
erty line. (Ord. 98 §110.195, 1970). 
17. 0 8. 215 Hobile home park. "Mobile home park'' means 
a plot of ground where accommodation is provided for two or 
more mobile homes for the purpose of long term occupancy. 
(Ord. 176 §8 (part) 1 1983). 
17.08.220 Motel or auto court. "Motel" or "auto court" 
means a group of one or mar~ attached or detached dwellings 
11722 (Osburn 6/83) 
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VID & PAMELA RANDEL 
City of Osburn 
P.O. Box 865 
Osburn, ID B3849 
August 22, 2007 
Re: Letter of 8-16-2007 
RECEIVED 
AUG J 3 2007 
CITY OF OSBURN 
Yes, we did add two (2) temporary st rage buildings to the side yard of our 
· ·, property ·at 126J· Ea'srt:arch Averiue; sburn, 1-D. 
Our side yard is large enough to accommodate them. 
Your comments to the effect that the zoning ordinance does not allow for our 
using our side yard does not make sense. 
We, have one piece of property that was already one piece of property when we 
purchased it The fact that it may have been comprised of three or more 
fonnerty platted lots at some time during it"s history ls moot. We purchased one 
piece of propery and received one deed, it is so recorded in the official record at 
the county. Had we purchased three separate lots we would-have received three 
separate deeds and would be so recorded at the-county. 
We do not-wish to belabor thls polnt, as it is moot. The buildings are temporary, 
and as such are exempt, according to the building Inspector, from the sections 
you refer to. 
Prior to the purchasing of our temporary storage, we checked with NIia to 
determine if a building permit would be required. Nila referred us to the building 
inspector, Dale Fletcher. We explained to the building inspector·about wanting 
to make sure that we comply with the.zoning ordinance·. He was very helpful 
and after giving him a description of what we planned he assured us that since 
the buildings are "temporary" there would be no need for a permit or Inspection 
and are not classified as "accessory bulldings". 
We hope that this fully explains our situation and our full compflance to our 
Osburn Zoning Ordinance. 
Thank you, 
xrevv~J d~ ¥1~ X.w '/?~. 
David & Pamela Randel 
. 23 EXHIBIT 0 
l 263 East Laich Ave ue 
P.O. Box 2068 
Osburn, ID 83849-2068 
(208)556--0942 
F<E·CEtVED 
.:, -, 2 ? 2007 r~ ,\1~ 
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. . 
North Idaho Building Inspection 
103 Jobn1on Avenue 
Oroflno, ID 83544 
Fcbnwyll,2001 
RECEIVF[) 
f£8 i 7 2008 
CITY OF OSBURN 
Cityo(Osblun 
PO 8oxl6S 
01bum. ID 8l849 
RE: 1263 E. LARCH 
TEMPORARY BUILDINGS 
Dctr Hono,oble Moyor and COW><i~ 
I have recti\lcd you, uqucst for a summl.l')' • phone COff\lCISAtlon betwcc:n Otvid R.&Mcl 
w:I 1hls office rtgud-ing perm.its ltld 1entJ)Ort.ry buUdinC:&. 
I). I lwl explained to Mt. Rlllld•l llw dc11chtd ono 110,y build in a• lcu th&• 200 
squa,c feet turte11dy duo nol roqulrt a buUding pcrm'1 but in the new todc adaplloo thb 
will deccca.se back to the 120 tQ.U'1e feet as i.n Ibo P{eviow codes. 
2). AJ1 acamory building l, rcqoitod to fvUow the req,,ir<ffle<IIJ foT pJMnlna .,_, 
zonVla, . 
. 
3). Ten,portry buildioa,, an, allowed for 1 ~ of Ml - thu, 180 da)'> w oood 
IIPl"OYAI ~om tbc buil~ing offlCial. 
lri 1be Inst 7 yc:au u a Building Official 1,-,~ 001 allowed• Tenq,arary Stru~ lbe 
rcasoo is, once W structure is tct t.Dd bema used it ou, ud would be a. coun 'to:tlc lO 
Nvo it removed. Jn addition.• t:c:mpor,ry bwldin& require, 1ho buUdina 10 be con .. ruc1cd 
l!ld u,cd in• manner IO conforin to the sm»1WII S1renSIII. fR Wt\y, ti< •••• Co11co 
cuportS o-r similar sttuir:tures in.,.y .not coafom to tbeJt requemc:NJ. 
lf )'OU hive lily quQ'l.kms or need ad:d5a.ional information p\en: do not hdftale 10 call. 
l\<Jpe<:Wlly. 
~~ 
~~~ City ofO.sburo 
1·201-476-lSlS offi<e 
, .:zoM76-l4JS eox 
24 EXHIBIT E 
• cu '-' <e.UUO l l: ::i:.:tHM CITY OF OSBURN 
c· 
A DMIN1$TRA TION 
shall proceed at rhe holder's own risk witb the building eper-
a.iion and wilhout .usurancc that a ptnnit for d\e entire 
srrucrure will bo cranh:d, 
106.3.4 De.sign prolea.donal In rcspoMI ble chtrgc. 
1011.3.4,1 Gciler.i1I. When it is required that documents 
be prepared tly a rezi;tered design profess.iomil, tbe 
bDilding official shall be authoriud to require the owner 
10 engage and desigoare on the tluilding permit applica-
tio11 a resis~n:d de:!!igt> profescional who 1haU aet u the 
registered design pri>fc:ssionnl in responsib1e chat,&e. If 
the anu1113tancc1 require. the owner shall design11re a 
sub11iMe registered duign profc:ss.ionaJ in re.sponsible 
charge who shall perform the duties n,qulred of the oriai-
nal n:giste:red design prot'essiolllll in r=.sponsible charge. 
The building official shall be notified in writing by lhe 
0WJllr if the ~gi ;tered de1iga pmf e.st.ional in rcspan.sib la 
charge is chBBged or Js unable lo oonli~ue 10 perform lhe 
duties. 
The registered design profeuional In responsible 
charge ,hall be rosparwblc fur reviewing and caon:fina.t• 
ing submillal document& pnipared by other,. inch:iding 
phased and defam:d submittal items, for compatibiliay 
with lhe design cf <he building. 
I 
W\lere Jtructural obser:valion is req\l.ffl!d by .Section 
I 1709, the aratem~nt ofspeclal inspections shall name the 
individual or fimu who are to perfonn. structural cbsu-
varion and describe lhe stages of ccnstroction at wblcb 
11rue1ural obscrvadon b to occur (su also dunes specl. 
:!!i::! ;n Section. no.i.). 
106.3.4.l Deferred 1t1bmlt1al& For~ purposes of thl.r 
section, deferred s11bmit1als arc deiined as those portions 
of the design that are net submitted. at the time of Che 
application and that arc to be .!iubmitccd to tho building 
offieial wilhin a apecificd period. 
IxfCJflll of any submittal items shall have tbe prio.r 
approval of the building official. The registered design 
professional in rcsponliblc charge shall list the ddem:d 
submittol.s on the construction documents for review by 
rhe building official. 
Doc:umcol! foe defetred iubmittal items shall be 111b-
milted lo 1he registered de.ugn professiollill in responsi-
ble tl:large who shall review them and forward 1hcm to 
the building official with a nttlation inclfoatins that the 
deferred aubmltral documents have been ~icwed and 
been found to be i11 general conformance rothc design of 
the buildi11g. The deferred submittal !rems shall not be 
instnllcd witil lhc desi1n and submittal documeols have 
b~n approved by rho building official. 
106.4 Amended comtruct1on documents. Work sball be 
installed in accordance with the approved coo11n1mon docu-
ments. and 1ny changes mod• during construction that are nor 
In c:ompliancc with lhc approved construction documents shall 
be resubmitted for approval A$ an amended sec of constru~tion 
documents. 
106.5 Jldmtloo of construction doaunenb. One !!Ct nr 
approved conc1n1etion documents shall be: retained by !he 
building official fouperiodofnotlC.i-Sthan 180 d11y1 fcomdate 
cf C()mpletion of the penniued work, or as required by slate or 
local laws. 
. SECTION 107 
TEMPORARY STRUCTURES AND USES 
101,1 General. Tile buildl11g official b H!horized ro iuue a 
pennit for temporary &ll'UCn.~, and temporary 1>1ea. SUch Fr· 
miu ,hall be limited a, to time of service, but 1ball n1>t be per-
mitted for more than 180 days. The buildint official Is 
urhorb;ed to put extension, for ckmon~trarcd cause. 
101.l Contor,aDbtt. TemporaJy Sl.nlcture.1 anduseuhallcon• 
form to the suuctur.i) strcn&th, ftre safety, means of egrci$, 
acecstibility, light, ventilation and 1111nit:a.ry requirements of 
this code as necessary co co sure public hca!Ui, safety and gen-
eral welfare. 
101.3 'lilmporary pewer, The buildinsoffic:ialis aothorized to 
give pctm.iuion to temporarily supply and use p0wer i.n part of 
an electric lnsrallation before such in.rtallation has been fully 
compJC(ed imd. the final certificate of complclion has been 
is111ed. The part covered by the 1emporazy certificate shall 
comply wilh the n:quireme•us specified fortemponuy lighting, 
heat er powu in the ICC Electrical Code. 
107.4 Termlnallc,n or approval. 1be building official is 
authorized 10 1ennlna1e sueh pen-nil for a tempon,y slnlclUro 




108.1 Pa)'D'le.nt of rees. A pcnnit snall not be valid until the 
fee$ prc.scrib=d by law hnve been pa.id, nor sbnll an amendmMt 
to a perm.it be released until the adi:liuc11al fee, ihny, has been 
pald. 
108,2 Sched11le of permJtfees. On buJldings, 1tr0ctum, elec-
trical, gu, mcch111ical, ~d plumbing aystcms or al~ralions 
requlrins a pum.it, a fee for each permit rhall be pa.id 11 
n:qu ired, in r.ccotdanee wjth tile .schcdo!e as esr.bUshed by the 
applicable gove.m.ins authority. 
101.3 Buldlnnermlt valuations. The applicant for a pennit 
shall provide an esti.rnatt:d pc1nni1 value at lime of application. 
Permit valwrtions shall include total value of work, lncludinl 
m11rerltlr and labor, for which the permit is b ting is;ued, such 
as electrical. gas, mechanical. plum bing equipment and perma· 
nent systems. U, in I.he opinion orthcbui)ding affic:iaJ, tlic:1 valu-
ation ii unden:rtimaled on the applicarlon, chc permit ,hall be 
denied, unless the applicant tan show detailed estimates to 
.mce~tbeapprovalorthe buUdi11gofiicial. Final building pcnnit 
valu:idon shQ!l be rec by the bl!iJding official. 
108A Work commtDclng batore permit lsauance. Any persoD 
who commenoes any wDlk on a building, ravcl'Ul.'C, elcc:trical, 
ga.t, mechanical or plumbing system before oblllining the neces-
11:y pennil& shall be 1ubjcc;I to I fco established by the building 
official that t.hall. be in addition ro the MQIJired permit fees. 
1mu ReJatl!d fees. The payment of lhe fee for the construc-
tion, alrerat.ion, removal or demolition for work done in 
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SECTION A1 DS 
PERMITS 
JU OS.I Jtet}Ulred. Any owner or authorized agenrwho in lend; 
ro con,1rue1, enlllrge, airer, rcpuir, move, demolish or change 
the occupancy of a building or stroc:turc, or lo erect, inSlaJI, 
enlarge, alter, repair, remove, ~onve.tor repluce any electrical, 
gas:, m~hRnlcnl nr plumhing system, rhc irulallation of Which 
is regulated by this code, or 10 cause 11ny such work: lo be done, 
shul.J first make applic.ilion to the building official and obt11in 
tho roquirc.d permit. 
Rl05.l Work. exempt rrom permlt, Pcnnita shall nor be 
regu ired fllf the following. Exemption from pennit require-
ments of this code shaJI not be deemed to grMt authorizntlon 
for any wor1c 10 be done in any monnerin violation of the provi-
sioqs of 1his code or 1my other laws or 0rdin11nces cif this 
jurisdiction. 
Building: 
I. Onc-JIOl'J' de111chcd ncce ssory structure, used 111 tool and 
.storage sheds, playhouses and similar uses, pcovidcd the 
floor ma does not exceed 110 squ urc feet ( I J .JS m 2). 
2. Fmcct1 notovcr6 feet (1829 mm) high. 
3. R.ecainlng walls duo uni nol over 4 reel (1219 mrn) in 
height measured from the bolmm a t'thc footing 10 the top 
ofrhe wall, unless supporting a surcharge. 
4. Warertnnlcssupported directly upon grade if the capacity 
does nol exceed 5,000 gallons ( LB 927 L) an0 the ratio of 
hcl,hl IO di a.meter or width does not exceed 2 10 J. 
I 5. Sidewalks end drivcwnys. 
6. Puinting, pupet;ing, lilins, c:orpcting, cabin11t.s, counter 
tops and similar fini&h worlc.. , 
7. Prefabricated swimming pools rha1 11ro less than 24 
incttes (610 .mm) deep. 
I 8. Swin~ and otherplayground ~ulp1nenr. 
9. Wi11dow awnings supportc<l by nn cx:.terior wall which 
do "°' projccl more 1b11n 54 i,ic:heg (1372 mn,) frnm the 
cxttfior woll nnd do not require 11ddition11l supporl 
Electrlcel: 
Repairs 111d maintenance: A pcnnil shqf1 not be ~uired for 
minor repair work. includins the replacement of lltmps or the 
connection of approved portnble electrical equipment le 
approved pennimently installed rccept11cles. 
Gu: 
J. Portutile hearing, :::oolcing or clothe, drying. appli.ince.s. 
2. Reph1cemroL of 1111y mi11or pnn 1hn1 does no1 ;iller 
approval of equipment or make suchi:quip1ncntu11s1fc. 
3. Par.table-fuel-cell appliances mat are not connecte<I con 
fixed piping system and ue no! interconnected to a 
power grid. 
Mechanical: 
l. Ponuble healing appliances . 
2. Portable ventilniion appliances. 
3. Portable cooling units. 
.. . .. ···-·-···--···· ---·--··- ... ··--"' 
ADMINISTRATION 
4. Steam, hot or chilled water piping within any hcnting or 
cooling equipmenr n=gula1ed by chis code. 
5. Replacemont of nny minor p11rt lhRt doet not airer 
approvlll of equipment ormoke s11ch equipment ansofe. 
6. Portable: evapo111tive t-oolcr~. 
7. Self-contained re.frigcralion systems con11ining 10 
pounds (4.54 leg) or less of refrigcr11n1 orthal are accualeid 
by motors or I llorsepower (746 W} or less. 
8. Ponable-fuel-cell appJinnces tflat are not connected to a 
r,.,..ed piping system nnd are nor intercof!necred lo P 
power grid. 
The ~lopping ofleaks in drains, water, soil, waste or vent pipe: 
provided, however, that if any concCDlcd trop, drdinpipc, waler, 
soil, wute or vent pipe becomes defcc1ive and it becomes ncc-
euory lo remove and replace I he i;a111e with new mQterial, ~11ch 
work sh11.ll be cansidcred as new work and a pel'mil shall be 
obtoined and inspection made 11s provided in this code. 
The clearing of stoppages or the repairing of leaks in pjpes, 
valve, orfixrun:s, Qnd the removal Qnd rcinstallatlon of water 
closers, provided such repairs do not involve or require rhe 
replacement or ren,"ran~ment of valves, pjpes or fillurcs. 
RIOS.l,l Emergency rep1tlrs. Where equipment replace-
ments and rcpaiti mu.st~ perfonncd in an emergency .\ilua-
Uon. the pennil npplicotion sb11ll be submitted within the 
nexr workine business day lo the bujlding official. 
RlOS,2.2 Repairs. Application or notice to the b1.1ildins 
O'fficiul is not required for ordinQry rcp.nir~ 10 5tructurcs, 
replacemenl of fomps or rhe co11ncc1ion or approved por1a-
ble elecuica_l equipment to approved penmnently irut11lled 
receptncle.5. Such repairs shall not foclude the culling away 
of .1ny wall, partition or portion theTeof, the removal or cul• 
ting of any srructural beam or I Dad-bearing suppon, or the 
removal or change of any rt;quireLI mc:an:i of egress, or rear-
rangeme11t or pans of ~, structum effecting the egress 
requirements: nor shall ordinary repairs include addition to, 
alteri1tion of, repl.acemenr or relocation a( any watc:rsupply, 
sewer, drainuge, drain lender, gas, soil, woste, vent or .simi-
lor piping, electric wiring or mechanical or other work 
affecting public hcolth or general s11.fety, 
RlOS.l.J PubUc nnlce agQnclca, A permh shall not be 
required fCJr the lnstallalion, alter.itlon or repair of genera-
tion, transmiuion, distribution, metering or othtr related 
cquipmenl 111111 is under the ownership nnd conlrol of public 
se1vice agencies by established righr. 
RlOS.J Application for permit. To obtnin u permit, rhe appli-
cnnt shall fim file 1111 opplicarion therefor In writing on a forrn 
furnished by the departrn enl of building safety forth:11 J'UIJlOSe. 
S11ch 11ppUcQlion shllll: 
1. Identify and describe rhc work 10 be covered by the per· 
inir for which Application is made. 
2. Describe the ]ond on which the proposed work is to be 
done by legal descriprion, strce1 address or slmilnr 
description th atwil I readily identify and definitely locate 
the propos~d building or wor1c . 
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the occupancy of ii building or slructurt, or (Q erect. install, en-
1:irge, alter, repair, remove, convert or reptoce o..ny ~h::ctrical, 
gas, mcchnnicol or plumbing syste1n, the instnllation or which 
is .-eg:1Jl111:ed by rhls code, or to cause.an)' such work to be done, 
~hall first mnlce applic:otion to the building official 1111d obrain 
th=- tequlrcd permit. 
RJ05.2 Work exempt rrom perm(t. Pennies sholl not be re· 
quired for th~ following. Exemption from the ~rmir require. 
1nenu of this code shulJ nor be deerned to grant authoriUltion 
fQ1'Rnywork1olledonein any manner in violntion oflheprovi-
slons of lhis coue or any ocher laws or anlinunces of 1hi1 juris-
diction. 
·auildlng: 
.l1 I. One-story detached accessory stn.1cturcs, provided 1hc 
~ floor orcn does not exceed 200 square feet (1 S.SS ml), 
2. FenceJ nor aver 6 feet (1829 mm) hlgh. 
3. Reuiining wall. 1hat11rc not over 4 feel (1219 mm} in 
height mensured from the bottom of c'he foaring to the 1op 
of1hc w11II, unless 1upportlng a swi:harge, 
4. Waler tonks suppo.rtcd dicec:tly upon 1nde iflhecapacicy 
does notcxceed S,000 rallons (18927 L) mnd lhe ratio of 
bcighl lo diameter or width does not exceed 2 to 1, 
5. Sidelvatlcs and driveways not more than 30 Inches (762 
mm) abo\le ndjacenl grade ond not oYCl' any buemen1 or 
3t<ley below. 
6. Painling, papering. tiling, carpetjng. cablncrs, counter 
tops and similar finish work. 
7. Prc!'3bricar:d swimming pools that arc leis th(ln 24 
inches (610 mm) deep. 
8. Swings and other pll\yground eg11ipmen1 ac~essory 10 a 
one or two-family tlwell ing. 
9. Window awning., ,upport.e.d by an exterior wall whkh do 
not project more tha.n 54 inchts ( 1372 mm} from the e,c-
terior wall and do not require additiono.l suppOf.t. 
Electri c11l: 
Re~irs and maintenance: A permit .!hall not be required for 
minor repair work, including the teplacemCflt of lnmp~ or the 
connection of approved portable electrical equipinenr 10 ap-
proved permanently installed rccep111clr:s. 
Oa.s: 
I. Portable heating, ~ok.ing or clothes drying appliances. 
2. Replacement of any minor pan Ilia! docs not lllter Sp· 
provnl of equipn1ent or make such equipment un.$a.fc. 
3. Portable fuel cdl o.ppliances that arc nor connected 10 a 
faed piping system and arc not lnlerconncctcd 10 a 
power g1id. 
Mec-h11nlcal: 
I. Portable heiuing 11pplii111ce. 
2. Portable venrilation appli11nces. 
3. Portable coolini= unit. 
4. Sm1m, hot or chilled water piping within any heDting or 
cooling equi_pment regulated by lhis cotlc. 
2D03 INTERNATIONAL "ESl0EN11AL cooE" 
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.5. Replacement of any minor pDll 1hat does not alter np-
prov11I of equipment ot moke such equipment unsafe. 
6. Por1able evaporntivo cooler. 
7. Self-contnine<t refrigeration systems containing JO 
pounds ( 4.54 kg) or less of refrigerant or thal an: acrtmted 
by motors of I horsepower (746 W) or less. 
8. Portable fuel cell 11ppli11nce.s Iha! nrc not connecred to n 
fixed piping system and arc not intel'tonneictcd to o 
power grid. 
The stopping of leaks i.n drains, water. soil, waste or vent 
pipe; provided, however, lh:it if any concealed tr11p, dr11inpipe, 
w11rcr, soil, wnslc or vent pipe becomes defective and it be-
comes necessary to remove and replace the same with new ma-
teria~ such work shall be considered as new wor~ and 11 perntlt 
sho.11 be obtained and inspecrion mode as provided in this code. 
The cli::aring of stoppages or 1hc repairing of leaks in pipes, 
valves or fJ.Xture.s, and the rcmov11.I IIJld rcinstalln.tion or wafer 
closets, provided such repnirs do not involve or require the re-
placement or rc1UTt1ngement of valves, pipes or fl xnire.1. 
RJ05.:Z.l Emergency repairs. Where equipment replace• 
men ts and repain rnu st be performed in An emersency si tuo-
lion, the permit 11pplicarion shall be subn1illed within the 
next working business da.y 10 the building offi1:i11I. 
Rl0S.l,2 Repairs. Application or notice to the building 
official is nor ~uired for ordinary repairs 10 structures, 
replacement of lamps or the connection of arprr.wcd 
pcirtpble electrical equipment to approved permanently 
installed receptacles. Such repnirs shall 11ot jnclude the 
culling ;iway of nny wall, pu.nition or portion thereof, the 
removal or c:11ttins of ony .structur.111 beam or lo:id bearing 
support, or lhc removal or change or nny required means of 
egress, or rearTangement of parts of a struc1ure affecting the 
cgreu req,11irement.,; nor ,hall ordinnry tcpoiJs ln.::lucle 
.idclition to. nlterarion of, replacement or rclocarion of any, 
water iupply, sewer, drainage, drain leader, gas, soil. waste, 
vent or similar piping.cl.cclric wiring or mechanical or other 
work affecting publi~ health or general safety. 
R105,2.J Public senicc e1geneles. A permi1 shall not be re-
quired forrhe installation, alteration orrepairofgcneration, 
transmission, distrib11lion, metering or other related eqllip--
mtnt that is under. 1he ownership nnd control of public: 
scr<.>.ice agencies by ettablished right. 
RlOS.3 Appllcadon for permit. To obtni11 o permit, the 
applicant shal I flm file an application lhcrelor in writing on a 
form furnished by the depamnent Qf building safety for 1h111 
purpose. Such application shall: 
l. Identify and describe th~ work 10 be covered by the per. 
mit for which r,pplication is ma.de. 
2. Desc1·ibe the land on which the p1·oposed work is to be 
done by legal description, .streer address or similar de· 
5cription that will relldily idcndJy nnd definhcly lac.ale 
the propo~cd b11ildina or wnrk. 
J. Jndic:111e the use 11nd occupancy for which the propo:;cd 
work: is in1emled. 
4. Be nccompanicd by construction documents and otner 
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..-ilho111 a.s,urw,oe tliat Iii perm i I for the entire stn1c1Urc will 
be rr&Dlcd. 
106.JA Design proresslonst In re.,pon.nble charge, 
J0~.4.1 Gtnm1J, When Lt Is ~olted thor documcna 
be p1Cf7Gll:d by a rcgiste.ccd d.ca;;ign i:irofcu:ion.a.1, ltle 
buildiog offictal shall be oulhorized 10 require lb.:- owner 
to e11g1re 1111d dcslgnetr> on tile buildine pamir nppUc-a, 
1ion I regiutred design profeufon11 who shall acr a.s the 
rcg!&tcrcd dcslgr. proft.ulonal In .rcspc.nslb"le charge. I( 
1h.~ circam.illlnctJ require, tho owner shall dulgmu.c 1 
sub.mtute rcfi1t~ de.rig!\ professional in RSpoDsiblo 
chorse who shill perform thb du tie i required oft he ori&i · 
no.I rcglnered de.1lgo profe.Hiona.l In rc.sponiible ch111ge. 
The \ulldlria offic[al .£hall be notified in 111riting hy the 
owner ifttie ~i1tue<l dcaign profeuion&I in u:sporlS.iblc 
ehorge u changed or ii u n nblo lo con ti nuc to perform 1M 
d~rio1. 
The registered design prafcnional In ii»poniil>lc 
ch.acge .1haU be rupon.s.lble for reviewing &Jld coOTdinst-
ing aubmltul doeurmnts preplted by othecs, iocludlng 
phased ,nd defetred 1ubmltr1l Items. for compatibility 
wilt. the dc3lp or the bull ding. 
Wfir.re .Cr11cNril observotion Is ~guircd by Scetion 
1109, the "inspection p.roaram ,~ll name the individual 
or firms who are ID perform .!IU\lctD.ral obletv1.tion and 
de..iaibc die SU.it' of c;-orutruclion 11 u,hich stn.tcl\Jrol 
olmcvllion i, to oci::ur (see al~o duriu sptclfied in Sec-
tioa l 704). 
106..3.-4.2 Dcfc.-red submittals. For tbc plltpO&CS of lhl1 
ilctlion, dderrcd .sub!Uil!.sls arc ~ned as those portion! 
orlht dcslJn rhlll ue not wbmittcd 01 the time of the ap-
plica1lon .arid lh11.l 1tc- to~ t 1>bmlucd 10 the bollding offi-
cial wlrhl n a specified pen od. 
Defrnal of any Jubmittal items ,hall have the prior tp-
provll ofthi: bulld.ine offici0l. The regincrul dui&n pro-
te .. nional l.n tesponslble charge lhall list IJ'lt deferred 
1ubm.1111.J1 on tl>o conuTUcl.ion documc.au for rcvie111 by 
the building of1khl. 
Documc.sns for deferred 1Ll.bmi11ll items sho.ll be sub--
milled 10 lhc:. ~gisrcrcd dcslg,,. profc..uiona.J in rupot\Sl-
ble elwge wbo shatl ~cw 11,em ltld forwlU"d them to 
!he buildiog offici.LI with a nolllltion i11dicMing that 1h11 
defenu! 1ubD\ittal docume.nu he.vc ~n rt:\llcwed and 
been found to be in gc:.nulll eonforma11cc: to the de.rlcn of 
lhcb11ildi111. Thc dc:.fc:rTCd ,ai'omino.J ir11m.s aholl nor be In~ 
iral!c:.d un1il the di:::rig:,, and submit:la.l documents hive 
been approved by the building official. 
106..4 A1nmded con,trucl:1011 documents. Wooc shall bti Jn. 
.srnlled in 1cco,d411cc wilh the approv~d c:.ons1ruclion doc\l· 
mcnla, a.nd a.ny ch.Inge., rned<!I ducing oon1tructio11 that an: not 
in compl i•n~ with the approvrd con,uroction docUT11c11~ shaD 
be ,c .ubmilred fur approval ~ an II mended stt of connn1ctlon 
docurocnu. 
106.5 Rc:.tcnlicn or c,on1truc.tJ011 docomcnt.t. On.e set or 11p--
prored cooUniclion docuroents shall be rctll.lnc.d by rbc:. build-
ing offici&I foe a period or no1 less th.ln l &O days from cb1eo( 
f}WS lR.~7t. ~ 
completion of the pcnnlncd work. or as required by 1ta le 01 lo-
cal laws. 
SECTION 107 
TEMPORARY STRUCTURES ANO us~ 
107.1 Gu,cral. The building offidtl i.s 1u1horiu.d to luue • 
pennit for temporary Jll\lctur~ utd icmpor.ry uus. S11ch per-
mils sb1ll be liD'lilcd as to time of ,uv!cc, bot sht.lln01 be per, 
nutled for more than 180 days. The building omclal is 
autlTori1.cd to grant e.llc:nsions for demonst1111ed cav,o. 
107 ,l Conformance. Temporary slruc lure, and uses &hon con-
form to lhc:. si:ruciurel $~nirh, fir~ a.fety, mean& ol epen, 1c-
ccssibillty, ligh1, venlll,ulon mnd soruiacy rcqu!iemcnu of this 
code Ill noccssvy to eiuure the public hellitll, 11fc1y :and gen--
cra.1 wclf~. 
107.3 Te.tnporary power. Tho boilding official is authoriud 10 
give pennluion ta rcmpacui ly &aipply and u.si: powu in pan o{ 
nn clc:.ctric iiut.o.lla{ion beforo nich inst:anation has bceo fully 
compk1ed 111d tile final c.cmfica1c of compledon h11.:1 been u-
~u.c:d. 1'he pMt covered by tbe temporary certific:.11ri:shall com, 
ply wilb the reQ1,1 ircm11n u specifitd for t.empor&ry lighting. heat 
or power In tho ICC ElrrtrlcoJ C(Jdt. 
107.4 Tennln1Uo11 ofepproval. The building official i.null'oo-
riic:d to tuminalll sud! pcrmJt for o. lempo,:;iry 1tn>ctUre en uae 
11nd l.o ordcr1he1ernporasy stru.c:llJreoruse<o be discononucd. 
SECTION 108 
FEES 
J 08.1 Paymrnl off ta, A pcrmir sha llnot be valid until the feu 
prescribed by law havo ti~ prud, nor ihall &n omendment to a 
permit be ,elc1u~d until lhc odditional foe. If J1i1y, hu ~en paid. 
108.l Sch~1Jlc of permit fr~. On buildin~, ucucturc.s, clcc-
trlcal. gu, mtchan,cal ond plumbing .s.y,tems or .o.lk~ons re-
quiring a perm!<, a fee for each pennil shall be paid u required, 
in 11c.cord1nce wich Ute &cliedutc a.s c:.st11.blishcd by the appli ca. 
ble ,;ovcming a111horiiy. 
108.3 Duil&io, pcnnll YBluetloru. The npplic'1nt fof' a ~II 
thaU provide an estimattd pcnnit value ll time o1 application.. 
Pcmlt valuali-Oas sh.~11 inchide 101al value of wor\:, including 
marcnals atld l.1bor. for whtch tlle pcnnit I& t>elng 1.stucd, 1ucb 
as al~tri~o.l. s1n, inrch1:111ieol, plum'bing cqui pmcnr D11d pc:ima-
nent 1ystem£. If, in the opinion of the bu lid ing offici 111. tbc va..lo-
orion ls undercitim11ed on lhe app11.c4tfon. the permit shall be 
dcnlcd, uni~ the applicar.t can &bow detelh;d ealimales to 
mcer the 1ppr0va.J oflhc building officiel... Flrul building pcrmir 
valu.ition shall be set by I.he bo! lding officia t 
108.4 WOl"k commffld111. before p Erm It Luwnre. Any pctsCKI 
who (ommenccs at'fi work on a huild.lng, m-uc~ e)ccltical, 
gu. mech.roica.l or plumbing 5ys1c1n before o'b1elrrl111 Ike ncce.s· 
HJ)' pwnil! shall be iubjeel 10 a ~i: criablbhed by the buJldlng 
official thot shall be In addition m tho required pcnni! fte.J . 
108.5 R~cittd fteS , Tho payment of I.he fee for the construc-
tion. altcratlon, removal or demolition 1or work done. in 
connection 10 or concumolly with the worlc 1urhorizcd by D 
building permit shnll not n:liev~ the applicant or holder o.f lhc 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
CITY OF OSBURN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DA YID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. 
RANDEL, husband and wife, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-08-497 
ANSWER 
FEE CATEGORY: I.6(a) 
FEE: $58.00 ~pc-J_ / 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants, DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. 
RANDEL, by and through Henry D. Madsen of the law firm of MADSEN LAW OFFICES, P.C.1 
attorneys for Defendants and in response to the Complaint in the above-entitled matter, admit, 
deny and allege as follows: 
ANSWER 
I. 
Defendants deny in its entirety each and every allegation set forth in Plaintiffs Complaint 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT-I 
29 
which is not specifically admitted herein. 
2. 
Defendants admit the allegations contained in the Complaint paragraphs I, II, IV, VI and 
VII in their entirety. 
3. 
Defendants admit the Complaint paragraph III in part and deny in part as follows: 
Defendants admit they are the owners of the real property which is the subject of this litigation, 
however deny that the property is as set forth on the Legal Description attached as Exhibit A to 
the Complaint. 
4. 
Defendants admit the Complaint paragraph Vin part and deny in part as follows: 
Defendants admit that on or about July of2007 they erected two temporary storage buildings, 
however do not have enough information to either admit or deny the remainder of said paragrap~ 
and therefore deny. 
5. 
Defendants deny the Complaint paragraph VIII that Dale Fletcher stated in any 
conversation that Dale Fletcher informed Defendants of temporary permit limitations, and 
Defendants do not have enough information to either admit or deny the remainder of paragraph 
VIII, and therefore deny. 
6. 
Defendants do not have enough information to either admit or deny the Complaint 
paragraph IX, and therefore deny 
30 
7. 
Defendants do not have enough information to either admit or deny the Complaint 
paragraph X, and therefore deny 
8. 
The Complaint contains what is commonly referred to as "prayer for relief' and to the 
extent that any response is required thereto, Defendants deny the Plaintitrs allegations consistent 
with this answer. 
9. 
RESPONDENT'S FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That Plaintiffs allegations as denied in paragraphs III, V, VIII, IX and X are without legal 
grounds and justification as to be proven in further proceedings accordingly herewith. 
IO. 
RESPONDENT'S SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That any and all portions of the Complaint as denied above fail to state a claim for which 
relief can be granted. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants pray for judgment as follows: 
1. That judgment be entered in this matter in accordance with and pursuant to the 
admissions, denials, and allegations set forth herein. 
2. That Defendants be awarded their costs and attorneys' fees for defending this 
action. 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems fair and just. 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT-3 
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J---· 
DATED this~ day of September, 2008. 
MADSEN LAW OFFICES, P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendants 
By:~~ Hliuyri.dsen 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
.)ss. 
COUNTY OF Shoshone ) 
DA YID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. RANDEL, husband and wife, being first duly 
sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
We are the Defendants in the above-entitled matter, have read the foregoing Answer, 
know the contents thereof and believe the same to be true to the best of our knowledge, 
information and belief. 
DAVID C. RANDEL 
Defendant 
/Qmd,a; ;;f ~ ~11oUJ 
PAMELA L. RANDEL 
Defendant 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this 3th. day of September, 2008, 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT-4 
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DARLA J. JEFFERSON 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATEOFIDAHO 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __ day of September, 2008, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Charles L.A. Cox 
EV ANS. KEANE 
111 Main Street 
P.0.Box659 
Kellogg, ID 83837 
ANSWER TO COM.PLAINT-5 
[] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[] Facsimile to: 208-783-7601 
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Case No. CV-08-497 
ORDER 
This matter having come before me, Judge of the above-
entitled Court at the Status Conference, and the matter having 
been previously decided by the Court in defendants favor, the 
Court being fully advised in the premises, and good cause 
appearing, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That the above-entitled 
action be and the same is hereby dismissed) w:+L. '('\'-ej...i,Q;,__f:::. 
,{" ~ f11 h.u__ . I ,ft le /D 1 
Hon. Fred M. Gibler, District Judge 
1. ORDER 34 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER to be mailed to the following-named 
attorneys, postage prepaid, this /0:> day of November, 2009: 
Charles L.A. Cox 
Evans, Keane 
P.O. Box 659 
Kellogg, ID 83837 
2. ORDER 
Henry D. Madsen 
Attorney at Law 
1859 N. Lakewood Dr., Ste. 201 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
PEGGY DELANGE-WHITE, CLERK 
2 ( 
~ By: ~UL-~ Deputy 
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HENRY D. MADSEN 
MADSEN LAW OFFICES, PC 
1859 N. Lakewood D1· .• 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664.8080 
Facsimile: (208) 664·6258 
ISBA#4428 
Attorney for Defendants 
No. 2990 P. 1 
IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
CITY OF OSBURN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. 
RANDEL, husband and wife. 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-08-497 
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM OF 
COSTS AND FEES 
Pursuant to Rules 54(d) and 54(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedm·e and Idaho Code 
§ 12~120, Defendants submit and file the following Memorandum of Costs and Fees in the above 
captioned matter: 
COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT PURSUANT TO RULE 54(d}(l}{C)~ 
(1) Court Filing Fees: 
Answer $ 58.00 
-1-
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(2) Actual Fees For Service Of Any Pleading Or Document In The Action 
Whether Served By A Public Officer Or Other Person: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(3) Witness Fees of $20.00 per day for each day in which a witness, other than a 
party or expert, testifies at a deposition or in the trial of an action: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
( 4) Travel Expenses of Witnesses who travel by private transportation, other 
than a party, who testify in the trial of an action, computed at the rate of $.30 
per mile, one way, from the place of residence, whether it be within or 
without the state of Idaho; travel expenses of witnesses who travel other than 
by private transportation, other than a party, computed as the actual travel 
expenses of the witness not to exceed $.30 per mile, one way, from the place 
of residence of the witness, whether it be within or without the state of Idaho: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(5) Expenses or charges of certified copies of documents admitted as evidence in 
a hearing or trial of an action: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(6) Reasonable costs of the preparation of models, maps, pictures, photographs, 
or other exhibits admitted in evidence as exhibits in a hearing or trial of an 
action, but not to exceed the sum of $500 for all of such exhibits of each 
party: 
Bill Drake 150.00 
8M28-08 Printing - Cox 4.30 
10-06-08 Printing - Cox 113,00 
10-06-08 Recording Fee 6.00 
9-24-08 County Copy 1.00 
Total $274.30 $274.30 
(7) Cost of all bond premiums 
M2• 
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Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(8) Reasonable expert witness fees for an expert who testifies at a deposition or 
at a trial of an action not to exceed the snm of $500 for each expert witness 
for all appearances: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(9) Charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in preparation 
for trial of an action, whether or not read into evidence in the trial of an 
action: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(10) Charges for one (1) copy of any deposition taken by any of the parties to the 
action in preparation for trial of the action: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 






· Postage 10.07.08 
Pw:alegal fees (13.6 @$45.00 per hour) 
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 
PURSUANT TO mcP 54(d)(l)(C): 
ATTORNEY FEES: 
















Nov. LJ. ;!009 ::J: 04PM 
RECAPITULATION: 
Costs as of Right: 
Atto1ney Fees: 
TOTAL COSTS AND FEES: 




The foregoing statement of costs and fees actually incwi:ed by Defendants in this action is 
coll'ect and in compliance with Rules 54(d) and 54(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The 
foregoing statement of fees is suppo1ted by the affidavit of Herny D, Madsen filed herewith 
pursuant to IRCP 54(e)(5'2/ 
1 
DATEDthis~de_ ,dayof /,~2009. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Henry D. Madsen, being first duly sworn, deposes and states: 
That I am the attorney for the above named Defendants, that I have read the contents of 
the foregoing Memorandum of Costs; that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the items 
therein are true and correct, and that the costs claimed are in compliance with Rule 54(d)(5), 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and that the items in the above bill have been reasonably and 
necessaiily incun-ed in this action, 
~~ H .Ma en 
-4-
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thi~y of ~Cb~' 2009. 
-~A~76dct 
Notary Public For Idaho 
Commission Expires: th °'i / 5, )--0 I ;a 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _l_ 0--}hday of~ , 2009 I caused to be 
se1ved a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Charles L.A. Cox 
Evans, Keane 
111 Main Street 
P.O. Box 659 
Kellogg, ID 83 83 7 
o FACSIMILE (208) 783-7601 
.5. 
40 
Nov. 2'?. 2009 3:04PM 
Madsen Law Offices, PC 
1859 N. Lakewood Dr. Ste 201 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814 
~-P_h_on_e_#_~J l .... _2_os_-6_6_4-_8o_s_o __. 
To: 
David Randel 
1261 E. Larch Ave, 







Opening Balance, I @ $3,662.20 = 3,662.20 
Phone conference with clienl (2x); legal research ex posr faclo 
--- Legal Fees HOM, 0.7@$210.00 = 147.00 
Reviow file; letter to Cox. 
--- Legal Fees HDM, o. 7 @$210.00 = 147.00 
Phone conference with client re: lisr of damages; review file 1e; Discovery 




Draft Discovery Requests 
··- Legal Fees HDM, 0.3 @$210.00 = 63.00 
Receive 11ml 1eview appeal letter and enlllil 
-·- Legal Fees HOM, 0.1 @$210.00 = 21.00 
Finalize attorney'$ fees on Cox letter; prepare fa>: to Cox 
--- Paralegal Fees MT, 0, I @ $45 .00 = 4 . .50 







Finalize Discovery, file and serve 
··- Pa.-alegal Fees Mt, 0.4 @$45.00 = 18.00 
Revise Discove.iy 
-·- Leglll Fees HDM. 0.2@$210.00 ... 42.00 
Begin to dnlitNotice ofTort Claim 
••• Legal Fees HOM, 0.3 @$210.00"" 63.00 
Review file 
••• Paralegal Fees MT, l @$45.00 = 45.00 
1-30 DAYS PAST 31-60 DAYS PAST 61-90 DAYS PAST 
DUE DUE DUE 



























PAST DUE Amounl Due 
2,288.20 $3,189.70 
Nov. 25. 2009 3: 05PM 
Madsen Law Offices. PC 
1859 N. Lakewood Dr. Ste 201 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
..__P_h_on_e_# _ _,, I 208-664-8080 
To: 
David ltandel 
1263 8. Larch Ave 
















Phone confere!'lce with Charlie Cox re; dismissal 
••• Legal Fees HOM, 0.1 @$210.00 = 21.00 
Phone conference with client 
••• Legal FecsHDM, 0.1 @$210.00= 21.00 
Receive Stipulation from Cox 
••• Legal Fees HOM, 0.1 @ $210.00 = 21.00 
Draft Affidavh of Retention 
••• Legal Pees HOM, 0.3 @$210.00 = 63.00 
File and serve Affidavit of Re1enlion 
... Paralegal Pees MT, 0.1@ $45.00 = 9.00 
Phone conference with client re: update 
... Legal Pees HOM, 0.1 @$210.00 = 21.00 
Research 
••• Legal Fees HOM, 0.3 @$210.00 = 63.00 
Court re: Sratus 
••• Legal Pee! HDM, 1 @$210.00= 210.00 
Receive Oeder 
·•• Legal Fees HOM, OJ@ $210.00 - 21.00 
Draft Memo Costs end Fees 
-·· Paralegal Fees MT, 1.1 @ 545.00 = 49 . .SO 
Draft memo attorney fees: review file 
••· Legal Fees HDM, I @$210.00 = 210.00 
1-30 DAYS PAST 
DUE 
745.50 
31-60 DAYS PAST 61-90 DAYS PAST 
DUE DUE 
84.00 72.00 

































Nov. 'LJ. LUU9 ::J:O?PM 
Madsen Law Offices, PC 
1859 N, Lakewood Dr. Ste 201 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
___ P_h_o_ne_#_-----'[ I 208-664-8080 
To: 
David Randel 
1263 E. Laroh Ave 




Revise; file and serve; review file 




CURRENT 1-30 DAYS PAST 31-60 DAYS PAST 
DUE DUE 
0.00 745.50 84.00 
l}l! 




' 0 (~If --~·; .. ,., . .:.:,· ' 2,979.70 
;1£0:00, 3,189.70 
61-90 DAYS PAST OVER 90DAYS Amount Due 
DUE PAST DUE 
72.00 2,288.20 $3,189.70 
~3 
I 
Nov. 25. 2009 3: 05PM 
Madsen Law Offices, PC 
1,859 N. Lakewood Dr. Ste 201 




1263 E LarohAve 
Osburn, JD 83849 
Date Transsclion 
1212.9/2008 Balance forward 
12/30/lOOB 
Opening Ba.lance-Cl)argcs 
Opening Balance $6,015.20 
01107/2009 
Opening Balance 
··- Opening Balance $-2,500.00 
) Ol/21/2009 
Review Notice in Shoshone Newspaper 
Legal Fees HDM, 0.2@$210.00.,.42.00 
02116/2009 
Research Ex Post Facto 
--- Legal Pees HOM, 0.5 @$210.00""' 105.00 
CURRENT 1-30 DAYS PAST 31-60 DAYS PAST DUE DUE 
) 
0.00 3,662.20 0.00 









61-90 DAYS PAST OVER90DAYS Amount Due DUE PAST DUE 
0.00 0.00 $3,662.20 
44 
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Randel, David 
1263 E Larch A've 
Osburn, ID 83849 
Regarding: Randel, David 
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., 
--- ::'::,,:<~/-· --------
Madsen Lav, .Jfflces, PC 
1859 N. Lak~ad··Oifve.Suiie) 1 
Co 91etre, ID 83814 
/ . 





Receive response re complaint and 
photos 
Prepare email to Client re Complaint 
Draft, prepare and review documents: 
ANSWER 
Phone conference re: 2 weeks lo 
answer 
Conference to answer complaint 
Continue to draft Answer 
Revise Answer: rescan document; 
prepare email lo client 
Revise Answer; phone conference with 
David; scan document; prepare email to 
client 
Review default documents 
Receive and review emalls; print out all 
documents 
Review file 
Phone conference wilh court re no 
defaull; call to David re same 
Receive and review Interrogatories 
Phone conference with Charles Coxre 
I nterrogatorles 
Draft, prepare and review documents: 
Response to discovery 
Read and respond to Cllent's email 
Receive and review letter and document 
from Charles Cox; prepare letter to 
cllent 
Receive and review discovery responses 
from client 












































i\tv>. ·oQ .,t' ···,~;:,;, l (l5J 
\"~~ ~ .y\·~ 
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Nov. 25. 2009 3:05PM No,t~~U ~- II 
Madsen Law Offices, PC 
Page No.: 2 
9/26/2008 MT Phone conference with Charles Cox re 0.10 $45.00 lf4·.50 1, 
documents 
9/30/2008 HDM Review file 1.50 $210.00 $315.00 
10/01/2008 MT Phone conference with David; prepare 0.10 $45.00 .S4.50"' 
memo 
10/03/2008 HDM Receive pies of storage sheds 0.20 $210.00 $42.00 
10/03/2008 HDM Receive discovery answers from David 0.20 $210.00 $42.00 
10/06/2008 HDM Phone conference with David 0.10 $210.00 $21.00 
10/07/2008 HDM Recehte document from Pam via email 0.10 $210,00 $21.00 
10/07/2008 HDM Recehte and review documents from ·0.30 $210,00 f63.00 
Charles Cox 
10/07/2008 MT Phone conYerence with David re 0.10 $45.00 .'f,t50· 
documents: forward same to client 
10/08/2008 MT Revise cnscovery answers 0.70 $45.00 •-$31:60 
10/09/2008 MT Revise discovery answers; review flle 1.40 $45.00 .. ,$63.00 
10/20/2008 HDM Receive letter from Cox 0.10 $210.00 $21.00 
10/30/2008 HDM Revise discovery responses 0.40 $210.00 -$84.00 
10/31/2008 HDM Prepare Discovery, conference with the 2.00 $210.00 -$420.00 
Randels, sign discovery 
11/03/2008 HDM Receive emall from client 0.10 $210.00 ,$21.00 
11/03/2008 HDM Review Discovery 0.30 $210.00 $63.00 
11/03/2008 MT Phone conference with Debbie for 0.20 $45.00 'Se:oo 
Charies Cox 
11/03/2008 MT Finalize discovery answers; file and 0.50 $45.00 622;50' 
serve 
11/03/2008 MT Prepare documents for discovery 0.50 $45.00 t$22.50 
responses 
11/28/2008 HDM Recehte and review Motion for Summary 0.20 $210.00 $42.00 
Judgment; Affidavit if Jurkovich and 
Notice of Hearing; prepare letter to 
client 
12/01/2008 HDM PhOne conference with Randel 0.10 $210.00 $21.00 
12/15/2008 HDM Phone conference with Randel; prepare 4.50 $210.00 $945.00 
affidavits, phone conference wllh Jerry 
White, phone conference wilh Bill 
Drake, begin preparing brief legal 
description. 
12/16/2008 HDM Draft Supplemental Response to 0.30 $210.00 ,,$63.00 
Discovery 
12/16/2008 HOM Recellfe fax from Silver Valley 0.20 $210.00 $42.00. 
Engineering 
12/16/2008 HOM Phone conference with Drake, email 10.50 $210.00 . $2,205.00 
affidavit to Drake, email affidavit to Jerry 
White, phone message to J Whfte, 
phone conference With Rendel, email to 
Randel, research 
1.50 No Ch~rge 
12/16/2008 MT Prepare Exhibits; file and Serve 0.30 $45.00 t1g;50 
Supplemental Response to Discovery 
12/17/2008 HDM Receive fax from Jerry White 0.10 $210.00 $21.00 
12/17/2008 HDM Read and respond to Client's email 0.10 $210.00 •'$21.00 
12/17/2008 HDM Draft Objection to Motion for Summary 0.30 $210.00 $63.00 
-::§{) cv·O 
~~- . 
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Total New Charges 
Previous Balance 
Judgment 
File and serve ObJecUon to Motion for 
Summary Judgment. Affidavit of David 
Randel, Affidavit of Pam Randel and 
Affidavit of Chris Pfahl In support; scan 
and email to client 
File and serve Affidavit of Jeny 111,hite; 
scan and emall to client 
Phone conference with Charlie Cox 
(2x), phone conference w/David 
Phone conference with Bonnie 
Description 
Coples of documents frpm Cox 
Postage charges for documents 
Coples 
Total Payments and Credits 
Balance Due 
18% Interest per annum on all unpaid fees that are 30 days or 
more overdue 
47 
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Madsen Law Offices, PC 
Page No.: 3 
0.60 $45.00 
0.30 $45.00 «5'1_8.50 
0.40 $210.00 ,.$84.00 
0.10 $210.00 .$2~.00·, 
Total Fees $5,997.00 
Quantity Price Charges 
49.00 $0.10 $4.90 
1.00 $4.80 $4.80 
85.00 $0.10 $8.50 
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Trips @ .48.5 





































98 hours @ $40.00:::: 
1M x6 6 
BM· XS 40 
BM x1 8 
12M x3 36 
1M x6 6 
16M x2 32 
95 x6 570 
698 
X .48.5 
x6 60 min 
XS 150 min 
xl 30 min 
x3 135 min 
x6 60 min 
x2 60 min 















110 v, L?. LVV~ J: Ub ~M 
COSTS 
Postage: 
8-22-07 City 5.21 
8-30~07 City 5.21 
9-06-07 City 5.21 
9-06-07 Gragg 9.48 
Total 25.11 
Subtotal of above 
Retainer: 
Total to date: 
Pain & Suffering to be determined 
Additional Costs: 
December 17-February 11 
Time: 
Research on Ordinance 
Hearing on Ordinance 
Hearing w/ Gibbler 
Trips: 
To Post Office 










16 Hours x $40.00 
2xlm 
1 X 1m 
4x8m 
1 X lm 
36@ .485 
$150.00 
100 pgs@ .10 















CHARLES L.A. COX 
EVANS, KEANE 
111 Main Street 
P.O. Box 659 
Kellogg, Idaho 83837 
Phone: (208) 784-1105 
Fax: (208) 783-7601 
ISB #2745 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
1 
. STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF SHOSHONE/SS 
FILED 
2009 DEC -9 PM 12: 17 
8 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT O? THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 






DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. ) 
RANDEL, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _________________ ) 
Case No. CV-08-497 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF 
COSTS AND FEES 
INTRODUCTION 
The City of Osburn filed a complaint against David and 
Pamela Randel alleging the violation of a city ordinance 
prohibiting the location of a temporary structure and seeking an 
order to hav~ the structure removed. The City then moved for 
summary judgment. The Court denied the motion. No motion was 
filed by the Randles seeking affirmative relief. The action was 
dismissed with prejudice. 
1. 
I. 
Randles Are Not A Prevailing Party under Rule 54, 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Prior to the time this action was dismissed by the Court, 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFE~S' MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
AND FEES 
the Randels' did not file any motion or counter claim seeking 
affirmative relief. The motion to dismiss was made by the City 
in open court. 
II. 
Specific Objections to Items on the Defendants' 
Memorandum of Costs and Fees 
Not only are the Randles not the prevailing parties under 
Rule 54, the memorandum is not supported properly by a sufficient 
affidavit. For example, the Defendant's seek fees for the 
preparation of a tort claim, 14 hours to research the ordinance 
and compensation for trips to pick up the mail at the post 
office. These claims for cost are not appropriate. 
CONCLUSION 
It is respectfully submitted, the Randles are not entitled 
to Costs and Fees as a prevailing party under Rule 54 and even if 
they are prevailing parties, the Memorandum is insufficient to 
support their claimt{__. 
DATED this S?: day of December, 2009. 
EVANS, KEANE 
,.~--··) 
By: (' __ ----·--:I_~-_c_,.h_a-'-r-l_e_s_~.......,_ __ ,, . .. = .. ~ __ .-,,_ -~c~o_x _______ _ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
51 
2. MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
AND FEES 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM 
OF COSTS AND FEES to be mailed, first-class, postage prepaid 
thereon, to the following-named attorney this 
')+- I 
CL - day of 
December, 2009: 
Mr. Henry D. Madsen 
Madsen Law Offices PC 
1859 N. Lakewood Drive Ste. 201 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
. ) 
// / ~~· -:=-:---z , .... -·) 
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3. MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
AND FEES 
. · Dec. 11. 2009 10:09AM 
HENRY D. MADSEN 
MADSEN LAW OFFICES, PC 
1859 N, Lakewood Dr., 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8080 
Facsimile: (208) 664-6258 
ISBA# 4428 
Attorney for Defendants 
No. 31o4 ~. 1/J 
STAT£ OF IOAHO 
COUNTY OF SHOSHONE/S<-
F/LED ' .. 
2009 DEC I I AM /0: 13 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
CITY OF OSBURN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs, 
DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L, 





MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES 
Pursuant to Rules 54(d) and 54(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code 
§12-117, §12-120 and/or §12-121, Defendants submit and file the following AMENDED 
Memorandum of Costs and Fees in the above captioned matter: 
COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT PURSUANT TO RULE 54(d)(l)(C): 
(1) Court Filing Fees: 
Answer S S8.00 
-1-
53 
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(2) Actual Fees For Service Of Any Pleading Or Document In The Action 
Whether Served By A Pub]ic Officer Or Other Person: 
(3) 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
Witness Fees of $20.00 per day for each day in which a witness, other than a 
party or expert, testifies at a deposition or in the trial of an action: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
( 4) Travel Expenses of Witnesses who travel by private transportation, other 
than a party, who testify in the trial of an action, computed at the rate of $.30 
per mile, one way, from the p]ace of residence, whether it be withjn or 
without the state of Idaho; travel expenses of witnesses who travel other than 
by private transportation, other than a party, computed as the actual travel 
expenses of the witness not to exceed $.30 per miJe, one way, from the place 
of residence of the witness, whether it be within or without the state of Idaho: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(5) Expenses or charges of certified copies of documents admitted as evidence in 
a hearing or tria] of an action: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(6) Reasonable costs of the preparation of models, maps, pictures, photographs, 
or other exhibits admitted in evidence as exhibits in a hearing or tria] of an 
action, but not to exceed the sum of $500 for an of such exhibits of each 
party: 
Bill Drake 150.00 
8-28-08 Printing - Cox 4.30 
10-06-08 Printing - Cox 113.00 
10-06-08 Recording Fee 6.00 
9-24-08 County Copy 1.00 
Total $274.30 $274.30 
(7) Cost of aJI bond premiums 
-2-
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Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(8) Reasonable expert witness fees for an expert who testifies at a deposition or 
at a trial of an action not to exceed the sum of SS00 for each expert witness 
for all appearances: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(9) Charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in preparation 
for trial of an action, whether or not read into evidence in the trial of an 
action: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 
(10) Charges for one (I) copy of any deposition taken by any of the parties to the 
action in preparation for trial of the action: 
Defendants have no costs to submit within this category 







Paralegal fees (13.6@$45.00 per hour) 
TOTAL COSTS AS A MAITER OF RIGHT 
PURSUANT TO IRCP S4(d)(l)(C): 
ATTORNEY FEES: 
















Dec. 11. 2009 10: 09AM 
RECAPITULATION; 
Costs as of Right: 
Attorney Fees: 
TOTAL COSTS AND FEES: 




The foregoing statement of costs and fees actually incurred by Defendants in this action is 
correct and in compliance with Rules 54(d) and 54(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The 
foregoing statement of fees is suppo1ted by the affidavit of Henry D. Madsen filed herewith 
pursuant to IRCP 54(e)(5). 
DATED this // day of ~ 2009. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS, 
County of Kootenai ) 
MADSEN LAW. ~FFICES, PC 
Herny D. Madsen, being first duly swam, deposes and states: 
That I am the attorney for the above named Defendants, that I have read the contents of 
the foregoing Memorandum of Costs; that to the best ofmy knowledge and belief, the items 
therein are nue and coITect, and that the costs claimed are in compliance with Rule 54(d)(5), 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and that the items in the above bill h ve been reasonably and 




. Dec.'. 2009 10:09AM No. 31 o4 r, ~l'.J 
SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me this j.J_ day of~-~, 2009. 
:\t""''''''' 1,--~~',ff,J/ff~\ '77\M-u:lR-rvd<I 
.I / i\O~~ \ '?:._ Notary Pubhc F01· Idaho c>-0 / 
i \ .b..~~- } k Commission Expires: /VJ~ f £" , ~ 
- ,-UB1.11v . * 
.,- :\. I .~· 
'4.c.Ph~ ./ $,: .,,,,,.~~ ..... , .. ,w•·~~a ~'" r,,,,.,; OF 10~,,,," .. 
,r,mm CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the )/ day of r~ •. 2009 I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Charles L.A. Cox 
Evans. Keane 
111 Main Street 
P.O. Box659 
Kellogg, ID 83837 
7ft' FACSIMil,E (208) 783-7601 
-5-
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HENRYD.MADSEN 
MADSEN LAW OFFICES, PC 
U59 N. Lakewood Dr., 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664~8080 
Facsimile: (208) 664-6258 
ISBA#4428 
Attorney for Defendants 
1, v • .) 1 V L 1 , I/ I 
ST/·.TE OF IOAHO 
COUNTY OF SHOSHONE/S~. 
FILED 
2009 DEC I I AH 9= 30 
PEGGY WHITE 
CLE~ DJ1f· ~jT r,; ~ 
BY~~-
OEPUTY ~~ ~Wt£ 
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
CITY OF OSBURN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA r.,, 
RANDEL, husband and wife, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
CASE NO. CV-08-497 
AFFIDAVIT OF HENRY D. MADSEN IN 
SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM OF 
· COSTS AND FEES 
COMES NOW the above named Plaintiffs by and through their attorney of record, 
HENRY D. MADSEN, of MADSEN LAW OFFICES, PC, pursuant to Rules 54(d) and 54(e) of 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and Idaho Code §12-117, §12-120 and/or §12-121, and 
submits and files the foHowing Affidavit ofHemy D. Madsen in Support of Memorandum of 
Costs and Fees in the above captioned matter and after being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. That he is the attorney of record in the above entitled action; 
AFFIDAVIT OF H£NR YD. MADSEN IN SUFPORT OF 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES - 1 58 
V t,, ! ! • L V Vi 7 , J I n1Y1 
2. That as a result of defending with regard the City of Osburn' s claims, meeting with 
clients and Plaintiff's attorney, legal research, preparation of answer, discovery, as well as 
attending va1ious hearings throughout the proceedings, Defendant has incw-red legal fees and 
costs in the amount of $8,083.61. 
3. The following information is provided to the Cou1t pursuant to Rule 54(e)(3) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure; 
a. The time and Jabor required. The time and labor requited in the above-entitled matter 
was ordinarv,. 
b. The novelty and difficulty of the questions. The factual and legal questions raised in 
the above-entitled matter were not novel or difficult. 
c. The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and 
ability of the attorney in the particular field of Jaw. · The level of skill required to 
defend the above-entitled matter was average. I have had a civil practice for 7 years prior 
to being hired for the present case. I have had extensive litigation experience for the past 
I 8 years, I believe I possess average legal abilities. 
d. The prevailing charges for like work. Prevailing charges for like work l'anges between 
$150.00 per hour to $300.00 per hour. 
e. Whether the fee is fi::x:ed or contingent. As set forth above, the fee agreement is: Fixe'1 
Retainer Fee Agreement 
f. The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. T/,ere 
were no time limitations. 
g, The amount involved and the results obtained. The City of Osbum's claims would 
have considerably affected Defendants' tights to the free use of their property . Thrnugh 
AFFJDAVIT OF HENRY D. MADSEN IN SUPPORT OF 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES - 2 5 9 
U e c. I I. L V V 'J 'J : j I AIVI 
the process, there were on-going negotiations between affiant and counsel for the City of 
Osburn. Ultimately, the court denied the City of Osbum's Motion for Summa1y 
Judgment and in doing so, indicated that the City of Osbum's intelJ)retation of the 
ordinance in question is without a reasonable basis in fact of law. Thereafter, a status 
conference was requested by Defendants to have the case set for trial. At said hearing, 
Plaintiff requested the case be dismissed and so did Defendants, however, Defendants 
requested that the case be dismissed on the basis of 12(b)(6) and/or 12(g) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, and the matter was dismissed with prejudice. In doing so, 
Defendants successfully defended from the City of Osbum's attempts to impede the free 
use of their property. 
h. The undesirability of the case. The case was not undesirable. 
i. The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. This action is 
the only professional work which I have performed for Randel. The case was filed on 
August 11, 2008. 
j. Awards in similar cases. Unknown. 
k. The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal 
Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's case. 
Not applicable, 
4. That in this matter I charged on the 6 minute hour at $210.00 per hour fixed rate and $45.00 
per how· for a paralegal. See copies of Billings attached as Exhibit A to the Memorandum of 
Costs and Fees filed November 25, 2009. 
5. That there was research with regard not only the ordinance in question, but also has to how 
it was being applied to others in the community similarly situated. 
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6. That the award of attorneys fees is appropriate pursuant to Idaho Code §12-117, §12~ 120 
and/or 12-121, as well as Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54(d) and (e), 
Further, your affiant sayeth naught 
DATEDthis t( dayof ~9. 
SUBSCRJBED AND SWORN to before me this 1L_ day of h_o~~2009. 
Notary Public For Idaho_~ /\~ "' _J 
Residing at: u;Q.ll{ (l' J} ~ 
1 
, .. J .. ::t) 
Commission Expires: fl1~ 1 i;; 1 ,)-0 I?-
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the II day of .fJea.. J_....... 2009 I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Charles Cox ~ FACSIMILE: (208) 783-7601 
EV ANS, KEANE 
111 Main Street 
P.O. Box659 
Kellogg, ID 83837 
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MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES - 4 
1r~. Henry D}'f ds . 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL D 
BY--4.=:-:_, 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~~~a 
CITY OF OSBURN, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. 
RANDEL, husband and wife, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-08-497 
ORDER 
This matter having come on before me, Judge of the above 
entitled Court, on the motion of the defendants, David C. Randel 
and Pamela L. Randel, husband and wife, for attorneys fees and 
costs, and the Court having considered materials submitted by the 
parties, oral argument of Henry D. Madsen, representing the 
defendants and Charles L.A. Cox representing the plaintiff, City 
of Osburn, the Court being fully advised in the premises, and 
good cause appearing, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That the defendants' 
motion for attorneys fees and costs is denied. --DATED this / S day of January, 2010. 
Fred M. Gibler, District Judge 
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1. ORDER 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER to be mailed, first-class, postage prepaid 
thereon, to the following-named attorneys this lq r1::::-- day of 
January, 2010: 
Mr. Henry D. Madsen 
Madsen Law Offices PC 
1859 N. Lakewood Drive Ste. 201 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles L.A. Cox 
Evans, Keane 
P.O. Box 659 
Kellogg, ID 83837 
2. ORDER 
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HENRY D. MADSEN 
MADSEN LAW OFFICES, PC 
1859 N. Lakewood Dr., 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8080 
Facsimile: (208) 664-6258 
ISBA# 4428 
Attorney for Defendants 
No. 3946 P. 1/6 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
CITY OF OSBURN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. 
RANDEL, husband and wjfe, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO, CV-08-497 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL AND/OR 
TO OPEN THE JUDGMENT, TAKE 
ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY, AND 
AMEND FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND DIRECT 
THE ENTRY OF A NEW JUDGMENT 
AND REQUEST FOR HEARING 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through Hemy D. Madsen 
of Madsen Law Offices PC, attorneys of record, and hereby respectfully move the Court 
as follows: 
RELIEF SOUGHT 
For an Order for reconsideration of the court's findings of fact and conclusion of 
law, and or order fot· new trial with regard Defendant's request fol" attorney fees, or in the 
alternative to open the Judgment disallowing attorney fees to allow for the taking of 
additional testimony in support of amended findings of fact and Conclusion of Law and 
thereafter direct the entry of a new judgment. 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL AND/OR TO OPEN THE JUDGMENT, TAKE ADDITIONAL 
TESTIMONY, AND AMEND FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND 
DIRECT THE ENTRY OF A NEW JUDGMENT • l 6 4 
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GROUNDS OF MOTION 
The grounds for this motion are as follows: 
1. I.R.C.P. l 1(2)(b); 52(b); 59(a)(l), (6) and (7), and 59(e); 
2, A summary judgment hearing was held on January 27, 2009 wherein the court 
denied Plaintiffs requested relief based on the affidavits and the pleadings of the pal1ies. 
At said hearing the court on the record stated that the way he read Osburn City Ordinance 
17.08.160 was that when you were dealing with the location of yards lot is defined as that 
shown on the official recorded plat of the property, however, "if going to do otherwise a 
lot means the parcel of land on which a principal use or building and its accessory 
buildings are placed together with the required open spaces." The clear language of the 
statute was contrary to Plaintiff's claim. In fact, at hearing, Plaintiff's counsel, when read 
17.08.160, did not recognize the language and stated "that is not how our ordinance 
reads" indicating that counsel misread the ordinance which culminated in the filing of 
their claim against Defendants. 
Thereafter, Plaintiff moved to dismiss the matter without stipulation of Defendant 
which was heard on November 16J 2009, At said hearing, Defendant did not stipulate to 
dismiss Plaintiffs claim, but instead, Defendant moved to dismiss Plaintiff's claim 
pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6). The court did not rule on Defendant's motion but dismissed 
Plaintiff's claim with prejudice based on Plaintiff's motion. That, with regard said 
dismissal, Defendants did not waive their right to attorney fees and costs. 
That the comt had sufficient record to find that the claims by Plaintiff were 
brought frivolously, unreasonably, and or without foundation since as stated at the 
hearing on the motion for summary judgment both parties agreed that the ordinance 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL AND/OR TO OPEN THE JUDGMENT, TAKE ADDITIONAL 
TESTIMONY, AND AMEND FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND 
DIRECT THE ENTRY OF A NEW JUDGMENT· 2 6 5 
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which was being applied was attached as Exhibit C to Plaintiffs' complaint comprising 
the allegations which were clearly contradicted by the definition of lot contained in said 
ordinance. Nevertheless, evidence should not have been an issue since Plaintiff failed to 
timely object ... 
3. That a memorandum of attorney fees and costs as well as an affidavit in support 
were filed by Defendant pursuant to IRCP 54. Plaintiff objected and a hearing was held 
on January 11, 2010. At said hearing Plaintiff simply objected that Defendants had not 
proven they were the prevailing party and the com-t ruled that since the case was 
dismissed the cowt had not ruled on the merits of the case and therefore the court had 
nothing before it to establish that the city brought the action frivolously and or without 
medt as required by IC 12-117 and 12-121. 
That the Idaho Supreme Court has ruled that "costs and attorney fees are 
collateral issues which do not go to the merits of an action and that a district court retains 
jurisdiction to make such an award after a suit has been terminated." Straub v. Smith, 
145 Idaho 65, 75, 175 P.3d 754, 764) (Idaho,2007), citing Inland Group of Cos., Inc. v. 
Obendorff, 131 Idaho 473,475,959 P.2d 454,456 (1998). Further, the court in Straub in 
citing Eighteen Mile Ranch. LLC v, Nord Excavating & Paving. Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 
719, 117 P.3d 130, 133 (2005) stated that" ... a party dismissed before trial can be a 
prevailing party because it was the most favorable outcome that could have been 
achieved'' 
4. In its objection filed on December 8, 2009 and subsequently at hearing on 
attorney fees and costs, Plaintiff did not object to Defendant's request for attorney fees 
and cost based on whether the City's claim was fiivolous or brought without merit but 
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only as to whether Defendant was the prevailing party, Therefore, the court, as it would 
have if there were no objection by Plaintiff, should not have ruled that Defendant had not 
proven frivolousness or whether the City's claims had merit because Plaintiffs had 
waived said objections for not making them within the fom1een (14) day time period to 
respond. 
5, The court 1uled that Plaintiff had not put anything before the cou1t with regard to 
whether the City's action was frivolous and or without merit, however due to the 
Plaintiff's failure to raise the issue in objection Defendant was not give the appropriate 
notice that they would have to do so. The cou11 made its ruling after the City's argument 
and the Defendant's response and did not give Defendants the opportunity to address 
frivolousness and or without merit. That, although Defendant does not waive the issue of 
Plaintiffs failure to raise the issues of frivolousness and without merit, although the 
standard under IRCP 54(e)(l) is ubrought, pursued ... .frivolously, unreasonably, 01· 
without foundation .... " Defendant requests an opportunity to address those issues that 
the court raised sua sponte. 
6, With regard whether attorney fees should be awarded pursuant to IC 12-120 the 
Court ruled the matter was not a commercial transaction and therefore attorney fees and 
cost were not appropriate based on that statute. Plaintiff via its complaint and Defendants 
both agree that the transaction with regard the City's refusal to grant a building permit for 
the storage sheds based on the Ordinance in question was a commercial transaction 
affecting the real, as opposed to personal, property of the Defendants. The City's 
interpretation of the statute unduly restrained the quiet enjoyment and or use of the real 
prope1ty by Defendants. 
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The Idaho Supreme Cou1t in In re University Place/Idaho Water Center Project 
146 Idaho 527, 541, 199 P.3d 102, 116 (Idaho,2008) nlled that "Idaho Code§ 12-120(3), 
which grants the prevailing party the right to an award of a reasonable attorney's fee in 
"any civil action to recover ... in any commercial transaction .... applies to declarat01y 
judgment actions if the gravamen of the action is a commercial transaction." citation 
omitted,,, .The tem1 'commercial transaction' is defined to mean all ttansactions except 
tl'ansactions for personal and household purposes. I.C. § 12-120(3)" 
7. Fmther, that attomey fees are appropriate pursuant to the "private attorney general 
doctrine". Defendants rely on Harris v, State, ex rel. Kempthome 210 P.3d 86, 
92 (Idaho,2009) for their argument that they are entitled to attorney fees under the private 
attorney general doctrine. To determine whether a party is entitled to an award of 
attorney fees under the private attorney general doctrine, this Cowt should consider "(l) 
the strength or societal importance of the public policy indicated by the litigation; (2) the 
necessity for private enforcement and the magnitude of the resultant burden on the 
plaintiff; and (3) the number of people standing ~o benefit from the decision." Id at 92 
citing State v. Dist. Court of Fou11h Judicial Dist, 143 Idaho 695, 702, 152 P.3d 566,573 
(2007). There are multitudes of property ownerS within the city limits which have been 
denied building permits based upon the interpretation of the ordinance who are similarly 
situated as Defendants, Defendants by defending their right to the free use and quiet 
enjoyment of their property has resolved those issues for the others similarly situated and 
should be allowed their attorney fees and costs as a result. 
8. Lastly, Defendants should have been awarded their costs as ofright on the basis 
of the foi-egoing decision in Straub. Under Straub Defendants are the prevailing party. 
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Randals respectfully request the right to present oral argument and evidence and 
cross-examine the Plaintiff and theil: witnesses/affiants at any hearing held hereon. 
Requested time for hearing is three (3) hours. 
Dated this ;2$ day of January, 2010. 
MADSEN LAW OFFICES, PC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of Janua1y, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Charles L.A. Cox 
PO Box 659 
Kellogg, ID 83 83 7 
[] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ X] Facsimile to: 783-7601 
[ ] Ovemight Mail 
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EVANS, KEANE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 






DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. ) 
RANDEL, husband and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) __________________ ) 
Case No. CV-08-497 
OBJECTION TO RANDELS' MOTIONS 
FOR A NEW TRIAL AND ADDITIONAL 
TESTIMONY 
On November 16, 2009, the Court entered its Order dismissing 
this case with prejudice. The record is complete. The 
Defendants' have made a motion for a new trial and requested the 
right to offer additional testi!T'ony. It is submitted that only 
the motion for a new trial is procedurally appropriate and it 
should be made and supported on a legal basis, not on additional 
testimony. 
The Defendants also seek attorneys fees pursuant to the 
"private att<:::>rney general doctrine." Osburn disagrees. There is 
nothing in the record showing other residents of Osburn have been 
damaged or alleged to have been, by the City's ordinance. 
1. OBJECTION TO RANDELS' MOTIONS F70A NEW TRIAL AND ADDITIONAL 
TESTIMONY 
It is respectfully submitted, the Court should dismiss the 
Randels' motion for a new trial and/or to Open Judgment . 
. l -h 
DATED this ~·tray of February, 2010. 
EVANS, KEANE 
By C" 7. 
_C_h_a_r_l=e-s--L-.-A-.~"""'= ..... -=""""'--------
At torneys f6r Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing OBJECTION TO RANDELS' MOTIONS FOR A NEW TRIAL AND 
ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY to be mailed by first-class mail, postage 
prepaid, to the following-named attorney this,;:L {Laay of 
February, 2010: 
Mr. Henry D. Madsen 
Madsen Law Offices PC 
1859 N. Lakewood Drive Ste. 201 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles)/.A~ 
2. OBJECTION TO RANDELS' MOTIONS FO'f .f NEW TRIAL AND ADDITIONAL 
TESTIMONY 
HENRY D. MADSEN 
MADSEN LAW OFFICES, PC 
1859 N. Lakewood Dr., 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8.080 
Facsimile: (208) 664-6258 
ISBA# 4428 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
CITY OF OSBURN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DAVID C. RANDEL and PAMELA L. 
RANDEL, husband and wife, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-08-497 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, by and through Henry D. Madsen 
of MADSEN LAW OFFICES, P.C., attorneys ofrecord, and hereby respectfully submits 
the following memorandum of law in support of Defendants' request for attorney fees 
and costs in the above-entitled matter. Further, Defendants incorporate by this reference 
their arguments and legal citations in their Motion for New Trial filed in the above matter 
January 28, 2010 and thereafter heard on March 8, 2010. 
I. RELIEF SOUGHT 
For an Order requiring the City of Osburn to reimburse Defendants their attorney 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEY FEES AND cos~ 2 /Of ORIGINAL 
fees and costs based on LC. 12-117, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and the attorney general doctrine. 
II. FACTS 
A summary judgment hearing was held on January 27, 2009 wherein the court 
denied Plaintiffs requested relief based on the affidavits and the pleadings of the parties. 
At said hearing the court on the record stated that the way he read Osburn City Ordinance 
17.08.160 was that when you were dealing with the location of yards lot is defined as that 
shown on the official recorded plat of the property, however, "if going to do otherwise a 
lot means the parcel of land on which a principal use or building and its accessory 
buildings are placed together with the required open spaces." The clear language of the 
statute was contrary to Plaintiff's claim. In fact, at hearing, Plaintiffs counsel, when read 
17.08.160, did not recognize the language and stated "that is not how our ordinance 
reads" indicating that counsel misread the ordinance which culminated in the filing of 
their claim against Defendants. 
Thereafter, Plaintiff moved to dismiss the matter without stipulation of Defendant 
which was heard on November 16, 2009. At said hearing, Defendant did not stipulate to 
dismiss Plaintiffs claim, but instead, Defendant moved to dismiss Plaintiffs claim 
pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6). The court did not rule on Defendant's motion but dismissed 
Plaintiffs claim with prejudice based on Plaintiff's motion. That, with regard said 
dismissal, Defendants did not waive their right to attorney fees and costs. 
That a memorandum of attorney fees and costs as well as an affidavit in support 
were filed by Defendant pursuant to IRCP 54. Plaintiff objected and a hearing was held 
on January 11, 2010. At said hearing Plaintiff simply objected that Defendants had not 
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proven they were the prevailing party and the court ruled that since the case was 
dismissed the court had not ruled on the merits of the case and therefore the court had 
nothing before it to establish that the city brought the action frivolously and or without 
merit as required by IC 12-117 and 12-121. 
A. 
III. ISSUES 
Should the Court award attorney fees and Costs to Defendants 
based on I.C. 12-117? 
The court had sufficient record to find that the claims by Plaintiff were brought 
frivolously, unreasonably, and or without foundation since as stated at the hearing on the 
motion for summary judgment both parties agreed that the ordinance which was being 
applied and attached as Exhibit C to Plaintiffs complaint clearly did not give the City of 
Osburn the right to deny Defendants a building permit nor the right to prosecute them for 
having a temporary storage unit upon their property. Based on the complaint comprising 
the allegations which were clearly contradicted by the definition of lot contained in said 
ordinance and the arguments of counsel for Plaintiff, it was clear that Plaintiff's by 
brining the above action for injunctive relief was acting without a reasonable basis in fact 
or law. 
1. Law 
Idaho Code § 12-117 states: 
"(1) Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any administrative 
proceeding or civil judicial proceeding involving as adverse parties a state 
agency or political subdivision and a person, the state agency or political 
subdivision or the court, as the case may be, shall award the prevailing 
party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other reasonable 
expenses, if it finds that the nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable 
basis in fact or law. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEY FEES AND co"4.J 
(2) If a party to an administrative proceeding or to a civil judicial 
proceeding prevails on a portion of the case, and the state agency or 
political subdivision or the court, as the case may be, finds that the 
nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law with 
respect to that portion of the case, it shall award the partially prevailing 
party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other reasonable 
expenses with respect to that portion of the case on which it prevailed. 
(3) Expenses awarded against a state agency or political subdivision 
pursuant to this section shall be paid from funds in the regular operating 
budget of the state agency or political subdivision. If sufficient funds are 
not available in the budget of the state agency, the expenses shall be 
considered a claim governed by the provisions of section 67-2018, Idaho 
Code. If sufficient funds are not available in the budget of the political 
subdivision, the expenses shall be considered a claim pursuant to chapter 
9, title 6, Idaho Code. Every state agency or political subdivision against 
which litigation expenses have been awarded under this act shall, at the 
time of submission of its proposed budget, submit a report to the 
governmental body which appropriates its funds in which the amount of 
expenses awarded and paid under this act during the fiscal year is stated. 
(4) For the purposes of this section: 
(a) "Person" shall mean any individual, partnership, corporation, 
association or any other private organization; 
(b) "Political subdivision" shall mean a city, a county or any taxing 
district. 
(c) "State agency" shall mean any agency as defined in section 67-5201, 
Idaho Code. 
a. Prevailing Party 
That the Idaho Supreme Court has ruled that "costs and attorney fees are 
collateral issues which do not go to the merits of an action and that a district court retains 
jurisdiction to make such an award after a suit has been terminated." Straub v. Smith, 
145 Idaho 65, 75, 175 P.3d 754, 764) (Idaho,2007), citing Inland Group of Cos., Inc. v. 
Obendorff. 131 Idaho 473,475,959 P.2d 454,456 (1998). Further, the court in Straub in 
citing Eighteen Mile Ranch, LLC v. Nord Excavating & Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 
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2. Argument 
It was clear by the courts findings at the hearing on Plaintiff's motion for 
summary judgment that Plaintiff, City of Osburn, had no reasonable basis in fact or law 
to request injunctive relief or deny Defendants a building permit based upon its 
interpretation of OSBURN MUNICIPAL CODE SECTIONS 17.12.170, 17.20.010, 
17.20.020. 17.08.020, and or 17.08.160. 
Based on the filings by Plaintiff its arguments at summary judgment as well as the 
Court's ruling as to the clear meaning of the Ordinance in question, attorney fees and 
costs should be awarded to Defendants. 
B. Should Attorney Fees and Cost be Awarded to Defendants 
Pursuant to the Attorney General Doctrine? 
1. Law 
In citing the seminal case setting out the "private attorney general doctrine", 
Hellar v. Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571,682 P.2d 524 (1984), the Idaho Supreme Court 
further set out the standards for awarding attorney fees and costs in Harris v. State, ex rel. 
Kempthome 210 P.3d 86, 92 (ldaho,2009).2 In Harris the court stated: 
To determine whether a party is entitled to an award of attorney fees under the 
private attorney general doctrine, this Court considers "(l) the strength or societal 
importance of the public policy indicated by the litigation; (2) the necessity for 
private enforcement and the magnitude of the resultant burden on the plaintiff; 
and (3) the number of people standing to benefit from the decision." State v. Dist. 
Court of Fourth Judicial Dist., 143 Idaho 695, 702, 152 P.3d 566, 573 (2007). 
a .. The strength or societal importance of the public policy indicated 
by the litigation. 
2 See also Smith v. Idaho Com'n on Redistricting 136 Idaho 542,547, 38 P.3d 121, 
126 (Idaho,2001) 
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An individual's right to the quiet enjoyment and use of his property is protected 
by the United States Constitution 5th And 14th Amendments. Infringement of property 
rights have been the cause of many wars-not only between America's native tribes prior 
to colonization but thereafter in the American Revolutionary War of 1775. There are 
few rights that a free society holds in higher regard than the right to the free use and 
enjoyment of property-free from interference of its government. So much so that for a 
law to infringe upon or restrict such rights, the U.S. Supreme has ruled that "such 
restriction cannot be imposed if it does not bear a substantial relation to the public health, 
safety, morals, or general welfare".3 
There is a great societal importance at issue when the City of Osburn infringes on 
the property rights of its citizens based on the interpretation and implementation of one of 
its ordinances. 
b. The necessity for private enforcement and the magnitude of the 
resultant burden on the plaintiff. 
In the case at hand, Defendants, Randels, had no choice other than to defend 
against imposition of potential injunction based on an interpretation of an ordinance 
which infringed upon their property rights. The Randels were caused to defend and bring 
the issue of the interpretation of the ordinance before the court at a great expense to them. 
An expense which would apply to all other similarly situated within the City of Osburn. 4 
c. The number of people standing to benefit from the decision. 
3 Cole-Collister Fire Protection Dist. v. City of Boise 93 Idaho 558,569,468 P.2d 290, 
301 (Idaho 1970), citing Nectow v. City of Cambridge, 277 U.S. 183, 188, 48 S.Ct. 447, 
448, 72 L.Ed. 842.)' Matter of Concordia Collegiate Institute v. Miller, 301 N.Y. 189 at 
196, 93 N.E.2d 632 at 636, 21 A.L.R.2d 544 (1950). 
4 See attached affidavit of Henry Madsen in support of Motion for Attorney Fees and 
Costs 
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Based upon the Affidavit of Henry D. Madsen in Support of the motion for 
attorney fees and cost attached hereto and by reference made a part hereof, it is clear that 
based on the sampling of the property parcels within the City of Osburn, 156 of 863 
parcels5, it is clear that the Court's findings of fact and conclusions oflaw clearly 
benefited all those individuals whose property descriptions included more than one lot 
number. Under Os bum's interpretation of its ordinance, anyone who has a property legal 
description which includes more than one lot number, that individual would not be 
granted a building permit to construct a garage or storage unit unless the garage or 
storage unit would be constructed on the same lot number as that where the individual's 
residence was located. 
2. Argument 
That the foregoing interpretation was not authorized by the ordinance and not 
only infringed upon the free use and quiet enjoyment of property owners but also 
infringed upon property owners ability to sell their property. Obviously, who would by a 
parcel of property that had a legal description which included more than one lot number, 
if the ordinance in question disallowed building a garage or storage unit anywhere other 
than the lot number where the residence was located. 
C. Should Attorney Fees and Cost be Awarded to Defendants 
Pursuant to I.C. 12-121? 
1. Law 
Idaho Code§ 12-121 reads: 
"In any civil action, the judge may award reasonable attorney's fees to the 
prevailing party or parties, provided that this section shall not alter, repeal 
5 See Affidavit of Henry D. Madsen. 
78 
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or amend any statute which otherwise provides for the award of attorney's 
fees. The term "party" or "parties" is defined to include any person, 
partnership, corporation, association, private organization, the state of 
Idaho or political subdivision thereof." 
Further, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(l) defines when attorney fees and costs may 
be allowed under LC. 12-121. 
"(e)(l) Attorney Fees. In any civil action the court may award reasonable 
attorney fees, which at the discretion of the court may include paralegal 
fees, to the prevailing party or parties as defined in Rule 54( d)(l )(B), 
when provided for by any statute or contract. Provided, attorney fees 
under section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded by the court only 
when it finds, from the facts presented to it, that the case was brought, 
pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation .... " 
2. Argument 
In the present case it is clear that the action for injunctive relief was brought or 
pursued frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation since the ordinance in question 
was clear upon its face as ruled upon by the court at the hearing on Plaintiff's summary 
judgment motion. Further, in its objection filed on December 8, 2009 and subsequently 
at hearing on attorney fees and costs, Plaintiff did not object to Defendant's request for 
attorney fees and cost based on whether the City's claim was frivolous or brought without 
merit but only as to whether Defendant was the prevailing party. Therefore, the court, as 
it would have ifthere were no objection by Plaintiff, should not have ruled that 
Defendant had not proven frivolousness or whether the City's claims had merit because 
Plaintiff had waived said objections for not making them within the fourteen (14) day 
Further, at said hearing when the court read the definitions from the ordinance to 
Plaintiff, Plaintiff felt that the language the court was citing was not the language of the 
ordinance under which the City of Osburn was proceeding when, in fact, the court was 
reading directly from the ordinance attached to Plaintiff's complaint. It is clear that the 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ATTORNEY FEES AND cJlT99 
action was brought by the City of Osburn was due to a misreading of the ordinance by the 
City and therefore baseless. Randels should not bare the burden of the City of Osburn's 
lack of due diligence in reading its own statute before bringing an action against one of 
its citizens. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
It is for the foregoing reasons that Defendants pray the Court award them their 
cost and attorney fees. Defendants were the prevailing parties and should be awarded the 
same as matter oflaw. 
-;~ 
Dated this-f---day of May, 2010. 
MADSEN Ll W OFFICES, PC 
By:_:J=_~1~:..t..-=-~~'-2.cd~~---
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
v 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2 day of May, 2010, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Charles L.A. Cox 
PO Box 659 
Kellogg, ID 838 7 
He 
[] U.S. Mail 
~d Delivered 
[~]Facsimile to: 783-7601 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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5/06/10 Pl 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR' 11:57:23 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0100001009A A 
F17=DD F19=SP 
HINSZ, CURTIS R & PAMELA J 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 9 & 10 





CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 




- BLK. 1 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD. + 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 10Tl980 EXPDATE 







CB MR.KT OTHER 
TOTALS 170090 17 0090 85045 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
81 
5/06/10 I 1.00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUII 
PARCEL: RP C0100001011A A 
11:57:27 
Fl4=HO 
DONEY, DONALD G LIVING TRUST 
DONEY, IRMA L LIVING TRUST 
PO BOX 467 
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 11 & 12 
- BLK 1 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-r:yz--
OSBURN ID 83849 ._1_,,.1-.,4..,....5--~E.=;--,:-MU=::,-L.LAN EFFDATE 1 TITl 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-=__ 83849 PREV PARCEL ----- -
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 140790 140790 70395 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----




PARCEL: RP C0100001013A A 
BRUHN, WILBUR C 
BRUHN, VIRGINIA R 
PO BOX 14 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--1-1-5=3---E=--<MU-==-L·LAN 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 








- W 1/2 OF LOT 15 BLK 1 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3B2008 EXPDATE .,.,.--=-=------=----







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 141830 141830 70915 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
83 
5/06/10 Pl' 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQOIR. 11:57:36 
F14=BO PARCEL: RP C0100001016A A 
SPERRY, WARREN L 
PO BOX 703 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-1-1-6--1--~E--MU-=--t·LAN 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 




- BLK. 1 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD. + 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-U-Z-
EFFDATE 1 'OTl 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 94410 94410 4 7205 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
84 
A 
5/0 6/10 W 00 - PARCEL MAS'J.'J!i.K J.l'U.tUJ.J:',..1 ....... -.. --
PARCEL: RP C0100002001A A 1=SL F14=HO 
KRUSEMARK, RACHAEL C 
PO BOX 1145 
OSBURN ID 83849 
F17=DD F19=S 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 1 & 2, LESS S 65' 
- BLK 2 20-48-4 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Nwnber 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 31"52007 EXPDATE 
-1..,..2--0=3--~E~MU~L.LAN 83849 PREV PARCEL RPC010000200-lA=T-------------
CAT/ STI RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 98380 98380 49190 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
85 
s 
5/06/10 P 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRt 
PARCEL: RP C0100002011A A · Fl=SL 
11:57:45 
F14=HO 
MCNERNEY, MARTY L 
MCNERNEY, CHERYL A 
PO BOX 785 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 11-12-13 
- BLK 2 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7UZ-
OSBURN ID 83849 
-1~2~4~5---E~MU~L.LAN 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 162760 162760 81380 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------




PARCEL: RP C0100003001B A 
HEDGECOI<E, LINDA J 
PO BOX 58 
KELLOGG ID 83837 
-....-1 ..... 3=0..,...s----,G ...... AR,.....,..DEN 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
l=SL F17=DD F19=#J~} 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND S PTN OF LOT 1 & PRT OF LOT 2 
- BLOCK 3 OSBURN 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD 20-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE loT1980 EXPDATE _-_--_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----




PARCEL: RP C0100003005A A 
DREWS, WILLIAM 
DREWS, ELAINE 
PO BOX 402 
WALLACE ID 83873 
__.,,,...1__,3..,...2...-1--~E..,....,..MU==-LLAN 
----
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLOCK 3 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 -OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7U-Z-
EFFDATE HIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-=.__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 149820 149820 74910 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
88 
5/06/10 
PARCEL: RP C0100003009A A 
OELEIS, DONALD D 
OELEIS, KA.THRYN D 
PO BOX 682 




*TREND LOTS 9 & 10 
BLK 3 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
..... ____ _ 
F14=BO 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1 Ull 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 129280 129280 64640 
CB MRK'l' OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8 F20=Srch F22=EU 
89 
5/06/10 
PARCEL: RP C0100004005A A 
KUNTZ, WENDELL G 
KUNTZ, TERRIE 







*TREND LOTS 5 & 6 
- BLK 4 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
Fl4=HO 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE l"OT1980 EXPDATE _ -_-_-=.__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 112320 112320 56160 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
FB=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
90 
,a 
5/06/10 PM(' '0 - PARCEL MIUS'l'JS.t( .Ll'l',,!U,U\.;!. 
PARCEL: RP C0100004011A A 
MILLER, KAREN 
PO BOX 886 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-1-2-3=9----G=AR~D.EN 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 2 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl=SL tr}~ 
Fl 7=DD F19=s·p 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND E 1/2 OF LOT 10 20-48-4 
- LOT 11 BLK 4 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3I'52008 EXPDATE 
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC010000401~1A~T~--




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
91 
5/06/10 PM 10 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 
PARCEL: RP C0100004012A A 
WELCH, NORMAN C I I I 
WELCH, TRINA 
PO BOX 125 




*TREND LOT 12, W 1/2 OF LOT 13 
- BLK 4 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Nwnber 1 
CODE AREA 0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
-1~2~4~5---~G=AR~DEN ___ _ EFFDATE 1fill980 EXPDATE _ -_-_-=.__ 83849 PREV PARCEL ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 138820 138820 69410 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
FB=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
92 
5/OE/10 PM( "'0 - PARCEL MA~·i·l!i~ .u~~U,1.1:',,L 




2 2 3 4 9 N RANCHVIEW DR 




*TREND E 1/2 OF LOT 13 20-48-4 
- W 1/2 OF LOT 14 BLOCK 4 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
+ ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
1_253 GARDEN----
EFFDATE 3152010 EXPDATE = _-a:-=-____ _ 
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0100004013AT 
X for parcelcornments 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
2O 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
VALUE BO MRKT BO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
14800 
TOTALS 14800 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
93 
\3, 
5/0 Ei/10 PW '0 - PARCEL MASTER l.~fa.!UJ.1u ..... -- "' -
nl' 




S Z.AKARA, JUNE 
*TREND El/2 OF LOT 14, W 1/2 OF LOT 1 
2 4 016 SARGEANT RD 
RAMONA CA 92065 
-1..,...,2,......5..,...5---~G"""'ARb-=-· EN 83849 ------------
- BLOCK 4 20-48-4 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE .AREA 5-0000 C>WNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 70Z--
EFFDATE 3152 0 0 7 EXPDATE -.---=--=--_-=__ 
PR.EV PARCEL 7TI>C0100004014AT 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
20 1 2007 15080 
41 1 2007 68390 
TOTALS 83470 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
94 
5/06/10 PM' 10 - PARCEL MAST~~ ~~~ui~i --·-----
PARCEL: RP C0150001009B A 
KARST, CODY C 
KARST, TIANA F 
13 215 ADAM STREET 





*TREND OSBURN - DUNKLE'S 2ND ADD 
83849 
- PRT LOTS 8 & 9 
BLOCK 1 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 -OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3T52006 EXPDATE = -==------
PREV PARCEL RPC0150001009BT --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 1 2007 420 AC 
41 1 2007 
VALUE BO MRKT BO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
32650 
101750 
TOTALS 420 134400 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
FB=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
95 
,s 
5/06/10 PV. 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 
PARCEL: RP C0200001011A A 
CHARLES, CANDYCE R 
PO BOX 648 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-1~O~4~4--~E~LAR~CH 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 1 19-48-4 
OSBURN-DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1 fill 98 0 EXPDATE _ --~--=---







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 149350 149350 7467 5 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
96 
\Co 
5/06/10 Pl . 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR"" 12 :06:25 
Fl4=BO PARCEL: RP C020000200 lA A 
YOUNG, DOUGLAS W 
YOUNG, MARLENE N 
PO BOX 2061 
OSBURN ID 83849 
~1~1-0~4--~E~LAR~Cn 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 




- BLK 2 
DUNK.LE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1 oil 98 0 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 130010 130010 65005 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----




PARCEL: RP C0200002003A A 
DIMICO, LARRY G 
DIMICO, THERESA A 





CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 









- BLK 2 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
83849 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 172250 / 172250 86125 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
98 
\8 
5/06/10 PM ~o - PARCEL MASTl!il< J.~\lUJ.ru 
PARCEL: RP C0200002005A A 
CARLSON, RUDY 
PO BOX 811 
F17=DD F19=S 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND E 1/2 OF LOT 4, ALL OF LOT 5 
- BLK 2 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
F14=HO 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-1-1-1-g---E~LAR=cH 
EFFDATE 1 TITl 98 0 EXPDATE = -~-:_-_~ 
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - ----,-----
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 99370 99370 49685 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
99 
5/06/10 Pl ()0 - PARCEL MASTER INQOIR' 12:06:32 
PARCEL: RP C0200002008A A Fl=SL F14=HO 
DINEEN, DONALD 
DINEEN, MARGARET 
PO BOX 701 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND E 1/2 OF LOT 7, LOT 8 
- BLK 2 19-48-4 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 ___ l ,,1,.....3'""'0--_____,,.E.---,,,LAR..........,...Crt EFFDATE 3T52006 EXPDATE ..,.. -=-=-----=---83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0200002008AT 
-·- - ------~ 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 l 2007 










TOTALS 103750 103750 51875 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------




PARCEL: RP C0200002011A A 
GRAHAM, CARL R 
GRAHAM, CATINA A 
PO BOX 153 
OSBURN ID 8384 9 
-1--1...,,4..,.,..2----E---.LAR~CH 
------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 2 19-48-4 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3T52 0 0 8 EXPDATE ...,.. -------







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 183350 183350 91675 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
101 
5/06/10 
PARCEL: RP C0200002012A A 
ROUNDS, DAVID H 
PO BOX 428 
OSBURN ID 83849 
~1~1~4~8----.E=----aLAR~CH 




*TREND LOT 12, W 1/2 OF LOT 13 
BLK 2 19-48-4 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC 'l'YPE LOC CODE 7"02" 
EFFDATE 1 fill 98 0 EXPDATE _ -----=---
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 124550 124550 62275 
CB MR.KT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
102 
5/06/10 
PARCEL: RP C0200002014A A 
THOMAS, LEROY M 
THOMAS, JOYCE 
PO BOX 1014 
OSBURN ID 83849 
_..,...1_,.1 ...... 5---r4-----E.....---:-LAR-=-=c1r 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl4=B0 
Fl7=DD Fl9= 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 




- BLK 2 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-r:yz-
EFFDATE 1 Oil 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 97880 97880 48940 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
103 
5/06/10 P 1.00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIP- 12:06:43 
PARCEL: RP C0200003002A 
HAYMAN, TERESA C 
PO BOX 1113 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-..-1--.-2 ..... 0 .... a--____,.E,,_.,,LAR=cr -
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK. 3 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD. + 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 116540 116540 58270 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F2.2=EU 
104 
5/0 Ei/10 
PARCEL: RP C0200003003A A 
MCJlHAIL, LESLIE 
SANDE, GUY 
PO BOX 548 
OSBURN ID 83849 
----1--.-2,..,...1...,..0 ___ E=--""LAR,....,,...,.,.Clt 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 3 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7rrx-
EFFDATE 1 oil 98 0 EXPDATE _ ----~-







CB MR.KT OTHER 
TOTALS 109920 109920 54960 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
105 
5/0 6/10 
PARCEL: RP C0200003006A A 
SLEEZER, NICHOLAS W 
PO BOX 1099 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-1-,,2'"""'2=a------..E-----=LAR=cH 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl 7=DD F19=Slt 
F14=HO 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 




- BLK. 3 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD. 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
+ 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
83849 








CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 104770 104770 52385 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
106 
5/06/10 Pl- fJU - PARCEL MIUS'J.'J!iJ:< J.r.iyu.11<1 ,I."". vu. ,J,r;,. 
PARCEL: RP C0200003009A A 
ASPLUND, TRI CA B 
ASPLUND, KARL E 
PO BOX 430 
KINGSTON ID 83839 
1230 E LARClr 
Fl=SL () F14=HO ~,V,'7 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND PRT LOTS 9-10 
83849 
- BLK 3 DUNKLES THIRD ADD 
20-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE l0Tl980 EXPDATE _-_-_-=.__ 
PREV PARCEL -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 120820 120820 60410 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ~----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
107 
5/06/10 
PARCEL: RP C0200003015A A 
STUTZKE, LANCE R 
STUTZKE, JESSICA J 
PO BOX 465 




*TREND E 1/2 14 ALL LOT 15 
- BLK 3 OSBURN 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD 20-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
F14=BO 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE. 7~ 
1248 E LARCH-----
EFFDATE 31"52006 EXPDATE ~-=------
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0200003015AT --- -- - -------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 172760 172760 86380 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch f22=EU 
108 
5/06/10 P1t ~o - PARCEL MA:S'J."J!i~ .u~\lU.&.~.i. 
PARCEL:· RP C0200003017A A 
MEYER, DANIEL E 
MEYER, GEORGINA C 
PO BOX 673 
OSBURN ID 83849 __,,,....1...,..,2,..,..6..,...8 ___ E=---"LAR~CH 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 3 . 20-48-4 
OSBURN DUNKLES THIRD ADD 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3152007 EXPDATE .... -............. ~---







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 171650 171650 85825 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
109 
5/06/10 Pl" -~0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUiRY 
PARCEL:, RP C0200003020A A 
ME YER, DANIEL E 
ME YER, GEORG INA C 
PO BOX 673 




*TREND LOTS 20 & 21 
- BLK 3 20-48-4 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
1274 E LARCH ----
EFFDATE 3152007 EXPDATE 7'<"-.......... ~-=---
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0200003019AT 
X for parcel comments 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
20 1 2007 
VALUE BO MR.KT BO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
33220 
TOTALS 33220 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
110 
5/06/10 
PARCEL:· RP C0200004001A A 
COE, RICHARD C 
COE, MARGARET E 
PO BOX 711 
OSBURN ID 83849 
1019 E LARCH 
F19= 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 1 & 2 
- BLK 4 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
F14=BO 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7U-Z-
EFFDATE l"OT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-=__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 126850 126850 63425 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP _____ A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
111 
5/0 6/10 Pl\'. 10 - PARCl!.J..a l"JIU)"J."J!,~ J.L'11\,!U.L""~ 
d:t~ 
PARCEL:· RP C0200004003A A':¢,,,< Fl=SL 
ROLLAND, LINDA 
PO BOX 418 
F17=DD F19= 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOT 3, W 1/2 OF LOT 4 
- BLK 4 19-48-4 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
F14=HO 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-1~a..,...2~3--~E....---=LAR--=-=-ctt 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 




EFFDATE 3T52007 EXPDATE ~-~-----







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 75920 75920 37960 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
112 
5/06/10 
PARCEL: RP C0200004008A A ,. 
COWLEY I SUE R 
PO BOX 606 
OSBURN ID 83849 
........... 1...... 0,...,..4...,...3---E;;----;LAR~CH 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 4 19-48-4 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 ~R CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 11'.IT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 







CB MRK'l' OTHER 
TOTALS 243590 243590 101153 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=1G -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
.113 
5/06/10 PM ·o - PARCEL MAS'l'JS,t( J.1'4',lU.Ll,\..L 
PARCEL: RP C0200005007A A l=SL F14=BO 
F17=DD F19=S 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
ANTHONY, DAVID A *TREND E 1/2 OF LOT 6 LOT 7 
ANTHONY, COLETTE - BLK 5 19-48-4 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
PO BOX 608 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE ---
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE 1TII1980 EXPDATE 
1125 _ ~ LARGH 83849 PREV PARCEL ----
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 103230 103230 51615 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG - ------
FB=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
114 
5/06/10 PM ~o - PARCEL MA.::;1·.l!i~ .1.1-.~u.&."" ... 
PARCEL: RP C0200005010A A 
WINTERS, RICHARD S 
HAGERTY, JOHN W 
HAGERTY, STACIA C 
10 41 S STAR GARNET RD 




*TREND E 1/2 OF LOT 9, LOT 10 
- BLK 5 OSBURN 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD 19-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
1137 E LARCH ----- EFFDATE 10Tl980 EXPDATE ------=--83849 PREV PARCEL ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
115 
5/06/10 PM '0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUi~x .&.'- ... ..., • -.l-.1 
PARCEL: RP C0200005013A A 
CUTHBERT, JOHN M 
CUTHBERT, GARDA M 





CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 5 19-48~4 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1UT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 168340 168340 84170 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
116 
5/06/10 PM< 0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY J..t;; ; • .;1 • .., , 
PARCEL: RP C0200005015A A 
CARLSON, MICHAEL G 
CARLSON, TERESA M 
PO BOX 352 
OSBURN ID 83849 
---1--..-1---5---7--~E--=LAR....,,,._.Cn 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 5 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal A,rea Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TI"Il980 EXPDATE -----~-







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 184530 184530 92265 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
117 
5/06/10 ~: 'lO - PARCEL MASTER lNyu.uu .&,~•-.-a • V'V 
PARCEL: RP C0200006001A 
ZOOK, DALE A 
PO BOX 694 




*TREND LOTS 1 THRU 5 
- ELK. 6 
OSBURN-DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD. 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-0--Z-
1211 E LARCH -~--
EFFDATE l"OT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_- _ 
83849 PREV PARCEL - - --------
CAT/ STi RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 







HO EXMP CB MRKT 
25535 
49790 
TOTALS 150650 150650 75325 
OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
118 
5/06/10 PMt . '> - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRl'. 
{t:· ~l~ 
...... ---·--
PARCEL·: RP C0200006008A A '~ 11Fl=SL F14=BO 
CURTIS, CONSTANCE M 





CAT/ S.T# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 




- BLK. 6 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD. 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
+ 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 70Z-
83849 








CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 113040 113040 56520 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
FB=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
119 
5/0 6/10 PM , .. ,,,,,.'> - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY .1.-=:. • .... ..,.., 
t{,;: , 
PARCEL·: RP C0200006011A A ,,, Fl=SL F14=HO 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
HENDON, JOHN B JR *TREND E 10' LOT 10 20-48-4 
HENDON, LORI K - ALL LOT 11 BLK 6 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
PO BOX 2 31 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-UZ-
OS BURN ID 83849 EFFDATE 1TII1980 EXPDATE _-_-_--=.__ 
1237 E mer 83849 PREV PARCEL 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 114010 114010 57005 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
120 
5/06/10 PM -~ - PARCEL MASTER INQU~RX ... ~.-.-a. --
P~CEL: RP C0200006012A A 
MAUPIN, ELLA M 
PO BOX 89 
OSBURN ID 83849 
~1-2,......4=9---E~LAR~CH 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
F14=HO 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 




- 12,13 & W 25'0F LOT 14 BLK 6 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD 20-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE loT1980 EXPDATE ---~-=---







CB MR.KT OTHER 
TOTALS 146560 146560 7 3280 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
121 
. 41 
5/06/10 PM 'O - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY J.""; .... ; .a. I 
PARCEL: RP C0200006014A A 
< • 
BERTINO, FRANK C 
PO BOX 768 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--..-1_,.,2 ...... 4-3 ---.E,.,...-,;,LAR~CH 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- 15 & PRT ADJ 
BLK 6 + 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1UI1980 EXPDATE -----~-







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 146280 146280 73140 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
122 
5/06/10 
PARCEL:' RP C0200008007A A 
ALEXANDER, DAVID J 
PO BOX 270 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--..--1-..1-.-5,.......l-----..E~F=I=-R 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 1 20D7 








- TO LOT 7, W 13'OF LOT 8 BLK 8 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSB 19-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATi; 1 TITl 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 14 9030 149030 74515 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
123 
5/06/10 P1' 10 - PARCEL MASTER INQU.UU 
PARCEL:' RP C0200009001A A 
PERRY, MICHAEL C 
PERRY, JANICE K 
PO BOX 742 
OSBURN ID 83849 
~1-..2=a~s--~E~F=r=R 
--- -- -
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 9 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE HIT1980 EXPDATE ---~-=--







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 184950 184950 92475 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
124 
5/06/10 P~ ~0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 
PARCEL: RP C02000060O6A A 
Wl!ALEN, RI CHARD C 
Wl!ALEN, JANET 






F16=XP Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOT 6, W 40' LOT 7 
- ELK 6 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE . LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1UI1980 EXPDATE -----~-
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 132920 132920 66460 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A ------FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
FB=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
125 
::JI V "'' .LU 
PARCEL: RP C0300001001A A 
CALHOUN, LARRY 
CALHOUN, GAYNOR 





CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 1 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TITl98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 182730 182730 91365 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL Nlll-1BER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG - ------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
126 
.Jf -1Jf .&.V 66 vv- ,...,_,..., __ -------· --·-..---· 
PARCEL·: RP C0300001005A 
SIEDSCHLAG, MICHAEL 
SIEDSCHLAG, SONYA 
PO BOX 55 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--..lr....1 ...... 9,.......------..E..---.,-H=I=-tL-
CAT / ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl=SL F14=BO 
F17=DD F19 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 




- E 10' OF LOT 4 BLK 1 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7n-
EFFDATE 1TITl98 0 EXPDATE _ ----~-







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 116350 116350 58175 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
127 
:J/U IJ/ J.U 
PJµtCEL·: RP C0300002003A A 
Fl 7=DD F19-~:;:Y 
F14=HO 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
SCEULHAUSER, ANTHONY *TREND LOTS 3 & 4 OSBURN 
% SCHULHAUSER, WALTER A (L EST) - BLK 2 GALENA HOME TRACT 
PO BOX 291 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-~2~1~1-------=E~H=I=-11-
CAT / ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 




LIFE ESTATE-WALTER SCHULHAUSER 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7n-
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 106550 106550 5327 5 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
.128 
46 
PARCEL': RP C0300002005A 
JOHNSON, MEGHANN E 
JOHNSON, KEVIN B 
PO BOX 1172 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--,.,2"'""2.,,...1-----.E..----,,,H"""I,.,...LL-
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 









GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE _......,.-
EFFDATE 3I"52009 EXPDATE 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 119670 119670 59835 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
129 
::Jf UfJ/ .LV 
PJµtCEL: RP C0300003003A ~ 
RUST, DAVID H 
RUST, CHRISTINE A 




18 1 2007 
20 1 2007 






........ ., . .., ... 
Fl7=DD F19= 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 





- BLOCK 3 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 
EFFDATE 3152 00 7 EXPDATE - -=----=---
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0300003003AT 
BO MRKT BO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 470 115090 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
130 
5/06/l.U CL", ,v ------- _ 
P~CEL: RP C0300004001A A 
AR THURS, JEFF 
AR THURS, MARTA 
PO BOX 681 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-~3=a~s----=E=--=F=1=-R 
//f~?\ 
Fl 7=DD Fl 9=~L1" 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 1, 2 & 3 18-48-4 
- BLK 4 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3r52009 EXPDATE ~-= -=------
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC030000400lAT 
--- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 2 2007 
41 1 2007 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
131 
61 
5/ U fl/ J.U ... -.. 
PiutCEL: RP C0300004004A 
BAILEY, BRIAN 1 
PO BOX 567 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--3~1-7--'-------=-E.....,F=r=R 
CA'l' / ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl=SL ~~\ Fl4=BO 
Fl '7=DD Fl 9::.1~~;;-~ 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 




- BLK 4 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3152006 EXPDATE ...,,.-:-=------







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 120080 120080 60040 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
132 
5/06/10 
P~CEL: RP C0300005003A 
STEPHENSON, PAULA J 
PO BOX 463 
OSBURN ID 83849 
- ...... 2,.,,,..l._5 ___ E.,.........,.F"""I....,..R -
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 139 AC 








- BLOCK 5 18-48-4 
GALENA/HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE 
1
AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3152008 EXPDATE = -=-=----=---







CB MRK'1' OTHER 
TOTALS 139 146260 146260 73130 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
133 
5/Cl6/10 P.1. 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR 12:48:21 
F14=BO PARCEL: RP CO 3 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 SA A 
SMITH, EDITH L 
PO BOX 547 
OSBURN ID 83849 
219 E FIR -
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND PRT LOTS 5-6-7 
BLK 5 
GALENA HOME TRACT 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 1-n--
EFFDATE 1UT1980 EXPDATE _ -_-_-=.__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 141680 141680 70840 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
FB=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
134 
5/0fJ/lU Z:i,T,l ,v ... _,.....,.__ ----
PARCEL: RP C0300005005B 
OLDAKER, PENNY 
PO BOX 612 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--..2-2--2---E---=H=r=-t·L-
CAT / STI RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl=SL Fl4=HO 
Fl7=DD Fl 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 




- BLK 5 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA O O 00 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7:rr-
EFFDATE HIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 101840 101840 50920 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
135 
5/Ub/ .LU C,LY.&, IV - ~&a.lo''-' ..... ··-- ___ ,. --·.-.- ----
PARClL: RP C0300006001A A 
HARPER, HERBERT E 
PO BOX 822 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-~l ...... O'""'7,---------=E=--=F=r=R 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 









- BLK. 6 
GALENA HOME TRACT + 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7n-








CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 187320 187320 93660 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
136 
l too - PARCEL MASTER INQUI~ 12:07:44 
PARCEL: RP COOS 00050 04A Fl=SL 
REYNOLDS, THOMAS A JR 
4 815 EZY ST 




LOT 4 E 1/2 OF LOT 5 
BLK 5 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE lol1980 EXPDATE 
519 E LARCH ----- 83849 PREV PARCEL ----
--- ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
23600 
41 1 2007 124080 
TOTALS 147680 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A ------FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
137 
..,, V\J/ •V ~ uu - FARCEL MASTER INQUIF 09:27:03 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C05000230O6B 
N.ASH, HERBERT D 
NASH, RONDA G 




PRT LOTS 5 & 6 & VAC ST 
BLK 23 13-48-3 
POLARIS FIRST ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE 3152010 EXPDATE =-=---~-
PREV PARCEL RPC0500023006BT 333 W MULLAN----- 83849 
X _f_o_r-parcel comments 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
2O 1 2007 
21 1 2007 
41 1 2007 






VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP 





317650 288600 101153 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP 
F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
138 
CB MRKT OTHER 
A ------
58 
_,, VV/ •V 
PAR.CEL: RP C0500019003A 




LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
MONTEE, SANDRA L 
PO BOX 1013 
*TREND LOTS 3 & 4 13-48-3 
ELK 19 
POLARIS FIRST ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 
808 W YELLows=To_N_E __ _ 
EFFDATE loI1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL --
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 88220 88220 44110 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
FB=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
139 
CB MRKT OTHER 
A -----
;;JF 'U'O/ .LU 
PARCEL: RP C03000140068 
1'1 .uu - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR 
Fl=SL 
12:03:15 
GRAGG, DONALD E 
GRAGG, ALLENE D 
3 810 W TIMBERLINE ST 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND S 65 FT LOTS 6 & 7 
BLK 14 18-48-4 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 C>WNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-::rr--
SPRINGFIELD MO 65807 EFFDATE 007 EXPDATE 
224 E OAK ----- 83849 PREV PARCEL RPC030001400~6B=T=---
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
140 
.,,,, VV/ .&.V 
PARCEL: RP C0300015002A 
JAEGER, JAMES E 
JAEGER, CARA NADINE C 
J:. 1.uu - J:?ARCEL MASTER INQUil 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 2 & 3 
BLK 15 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
12:03:36 
Fl4=HO 
PO BOX 15 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7n-
OSBURN ID 838 4 9 
307 E IDAHO----
EFFOATE 1TII1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 
- - --------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 140480 140480 70240 
CB MR.KT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch 
141 
f.o ( 
r, ,uu - .PARCEL MASTER INQUIF 12:04:31 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0350001006A 
DEAHN, RICHARD A 
DEAHN, MARLYS 
PO BOX 119 
OSBURN 






LOT 6, W 1/2 LOT 7 
BLK 1 
GRAY COPPER TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 
EFFDATE 1UTl98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 
PREV PARCEL ~-- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
TOTALS 











237720 237720 101153 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
F6=NM F7=LG - ------
F20=Srch F22=EU 
142 
~ LUU - PARCEL MASTER INQUil 
PARCEL: RP C0350001008A Fl=SL 
BRANZ, ANTHONY J 




El/2 OF LOT 7 ALL OF LOT 8 
BLK 1 
GRAY COPPER TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
12:04:39 
F14=HO 
PO BOX 651 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
OSBURN ID 83849 
---,-1=3--6---w-o=A-K 
--- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 




PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 309890 309890 101153 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5===SS F6=NM F7 ------
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
143 
PARCEL: RP C0050027006A 
SMITH, RANDALL W 
SMITH, MARY L 
PO BOX 76 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--1=1=7--_____,,.,N~S-IX-TH 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
_,._,, ___ .,._.,...,. ... ..,,., ..... , .. ~\,,l..&..J:' .L.:::vo:u;:s 
Fl=SL F14=BO 
Fl6=XP Fl7=DD F19 P 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 






ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7--rrz-
EFFDATE O O 6 EXPDATE ,,,. -=-=----=---







CB MR.KT OTHER 
TOTALS 49250 49250 24625 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2 F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
144 
PARCEL: RP C03000050O5A 





PRT LOTS 5-6-7 
BLK 5 
GALENA HOME TRACT 
ProVal Area Number 1 
12:06:20 
Fl4=HO 
PO BOX 547 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE loI1980 EXPDATE 
219 E FIR 83849 PREV PARCEL --------------
CAT /ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 141680 141680 70840 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
145 
CB MRKT OTHER 
A 
..,, \I\J, .&.\I I:'~. JU - l?ARCEL MASTER INQUIRr 12:43:28 
Fl4=HO PARCEL~ RP C0300008006A 
COOK, JOHN 
PO BOX 614 
OSBURN ID 8384 9 
Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 6 & 7 
BLK 8 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-n--
225 E LARCH -----
EFFDATE 1 ITTl 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 
~ - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 183840 183840 91920 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch 
146 
-r ---,--
PARCEL; RP C0200003017A 
MEYER, DANIEL E 
MEYER, GEORGINA C 









*TREND LOT 17-18 19 
BLK 3 20-48-4 
OSBURN DUNKLES THIRD ADD 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3T52007 EXPDATE --~-----
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0200003017AT ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 171650 171650 85825 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM 
------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS O=Srch 
147 
-.---,--
PARCEL.: RP C0300015002A 
JAEGER, JAMES E 
JAEGER, CARA NADINE C 









*TREND LOTS 2 & 3 
BLK 15 
GALENA HOME TRACT OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE ~-
EFFDATE loI1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - ~------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 













140480 140480 70240 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
F5=SS F6=NM F7 -----
F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
148 
PARCEL: RP C0100001013A 
BRUHN, WILBUR C 
BRUHN, VIRGINIA R 





CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 









- W 1/2 OF LOT 15 BLK 1 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3T52008 EXPDATE =-~-----







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 141830 141830 70915 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
149 
-, --, --
PARCEL; RP C00500040O1B Fl=SL 
BAILEY, GARY A 
PO BOX 991 
OSBURN ID 83849 








E. 1/2 OF LOTS 1,2,3 
BLK. 4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE 
PREV PARCEL ------- -- - --------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 81590 81590 40795 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
150 
70 
S/06/10 P" , 
PARCEI;.: RE? C0050004004A A 
HILLMAN, GLEN W 
HILLMAN, CARLA A 




S FIFTH --- -- -
CAT/ ST# R~ QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 267 AC 
41 1 2007 








ProVal Area Number 1 
12:45:58 
Fl4=HO 




PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3T52008 EXPDATE 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 2 6 7 9 8 2 5 0 9 8 2 5 0 4 912 5 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS . F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
151 
,l 
S/0 6/10 p: 
PARCEL! RP C0050004008A A 
DREHER, RICHARD 
DREHER, DEANNA 
10 820 E 30TH AVE 
SPOKANE WA 99206 
-~4~1~9~-~E~L=AR-CH 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 2 2007 
41 l 2007 
- PARCEL MASTER INQUIR' 12:46:09 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND W 7' OF LOT 7 & ALL OF LOT 8 
BLOCK 4 18-48-4 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 C>WNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7rrz-
EFFDATE 3152009 EXPDATE =-==-~~-
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0050004008AT 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2==TX F3=Exi t S F6==NM F7=LG 
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
152 
5/06/10 
PARCEL: RP C0050005006A A 
FAUSETT, LISA 
% GILDER, EUGENE K (LEST) 
% GILDER, CAROLYN (LEST) 
PO BOX 337 
0 S BURN ID 8 3 8 4 9 
- PARCEL MASTER INQUIR. 




*TREND OSBURN W 1/2 OF LOT 5 LOT 6 
- E 1/2 OF LOT 7 
BLK 5 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 C>WNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
509 E LARCH-----
EFFDATE 1DT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL - - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 100300 100300 50150 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
153 
5/0 6/10 
PARCEL.: RP C0050005008A A 
FRIESEN, MICHAEL J 




LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
% FRIESEN, THERESE H (L EST) 
*TREND Wl/2 OF LOT 7, ALL OF LOT 8 
BLK 5 OSBURN 
PO BOX 353 
OSBURN ID 83849 
503 E LARCH -----
- - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 J. 2007 




(LIFE ESTATE-THERESE FRIESEN) 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7T52"°" 
EFFDATE l'OT1980 EXPDATE ------=---







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 145830 145830 72915 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
154 
5/0 6/10 
PARCEL: RP C005000600 lA A 
MCCOY, MILTON ETUX 
37 27 13TH ST 
LEWISTON ID 83501 
--- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 926 AC 
- PARCEL MASTER INQUIR" 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 1 & 2 
BLK. 6 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
12:46:36 
CODE AREA 5-0000 C>WNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1ITT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-:::__ 
PREV PARCEL 
VALUE BO MR.KT BO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
8330 
TOTALS 92 6 8330 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG - ------




PARCEL: RP C005001500 lA A 
ZE IEN, DAVID L 
PO BOX 546 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-~2~1~3---s-F=I~FTH 
CAT/ ST# RY QOANTITY ON 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 








- N 1/2 OF LOTS 1 & 2 
BLK. 15 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA O O O O C>WNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7"02"" 
EFFDATE 98 0 EXPDATE _ -~-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 79430 79430 39715 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT 3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
156 
5/06/10 P' 
PARC~L: RP C0050015001B A 
MARTINEZ, MARQUETA 
PO BOX 821 
OS BURN ID 8384 9 
-~5~0-6---E-LA~RCH 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
- PARCEL MASTER INQUIP' 12:48:49 
F14=HO 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
*TREND Sl/2 OF LOTS 1 & 2 





ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3T52 00 9 EXPDATE .,,.., -=-=-------







CB :MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 91670 91670 45835 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
Fl3=TM F18=HS 0=Srch F22=EU 
157 
7"1 
S/O6/10 p: - PARCEL MASTER INQUIP' 12:48:55 
F14=HO PARC~L: RP C0050015006A A Fl=SL 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
DENMAN, MATTHEW S *TREND ELY 1/2 OF LOT 5, ALL OF LOT 6 
PO BOX 1124 
OSBURN ID 83849 
522 E LARCH ------ - --------
CAT/ST# RY 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
QUANTITY UN VALUE 
23600 
24300 
- BLOCK 15 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 980 EXPDATE _-_-_-=-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 
HO MR.KT 
23600 




CB MR.KT OTHER 
TOTALS 4 7900 4 7900 23950 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch 
158 
5/06/10 
PARCl-,:L: RP C0050015007A A 
SPINDLER, ELEANOR L 
PO BOX 1023 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--5~1~9---E~I=D-AHO 









LOTS 7 & 8 
BLK. 15 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE _-:-,,,---
EFFDATE 1DI1980 EXPDATE ---~---
PREV PARCEL ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 104500 104500 52250 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2::::TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F22=EU 
159 
7°7 
5/0 6/10 Pl-. 
PARC~L: RP C0050015011A A 
MILLER, MARSHA A 
MILLER, CLIFFORD H 




- LOTS 11 & 12 
BLK 15 




PO BOX 674 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 
OSBURN ID 83849 
205 S FIFTH -----
- - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 122400 122400 61200 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
160 
CB MRKT OTHER 
A -----
5/06/10 PM - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 12:49:48 
PARC~L: RP C0050016003A A Fl=SL 
LUDDEN, GUY S 
LUDDEN, LISA J 
10 8 FIREROAD # 11 
Fl7=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 3 & 4 
BLK 16 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 ClWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
LANCASTER MA 01523 EFFDATE loI1980 EXPDATE 
416 E LARCH ----- 83849 PREV PARCEL ----
- - --------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 l 2007 
41 l 2007 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
161 
~I 
5/0 6/10 PM - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 12:50:05 
PARC~L: RP C0050016007A A Fl=SL F14=HO 
F17=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
HOOD, RONALD L *TREND OSBURN 18-48-4 
HOOD, LOUANNE M - S 1/2 LOTS 7 & 8 
BLK 16 
ProVal Area Number 1 
PO BOX 173 CODE AREA 5-0000 c5wNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE loT1980 EXPDATE 
210 S FIFTH -------- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 











TOTALS 167200 167200 83600 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
162 
CB MRKT OTHER 
A -----
5/06/10 PM1. 
PARCEL: RP C0050016007B A 
MCBAINE, ROBERT D 
PO BOX 644 
OSBURN ID 838 4 9 




- LOTS 7 & 8 LESS S 1/2 
BLK. 16 
ProVal Area Number 1 
12:50:19 
Fl4=HO 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
417 E IDAHO -----
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 
- - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 130550 130550 65275 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
163 
5/0 6/10 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 




STORCH, MAX D *TREND 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
OSBURN 
JENKINS, SHEILA M 
42 4 6TH ST 
WALLACE ID 83873 
LOTS 10 & 11 
BLK 16 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE -~~··· 
EFFDATE loll980 EXPDATE 
413 E IDAHO----- 83849 ----PREV PARCEL ------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
TOTALS 











CB MRKT OTHER 
83970 83970 41985 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 





PARC~L: RP C0050020004A A 
PALMER, MARLIN M 
PALMER, LOLA J 





X for parcelcomments 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY 
20 l 2008 
21 l 2008 
41 l 2008 
42 l 2008 
TOTALS 
- PARCEL MASTER INQUIR" 
F17=DD 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 4-5-6-7 
PTN MULLAN AVE:293813 
BLK 20 OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
12:50:37 
F14=HO 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE HIT1980 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP 





81426 19250 9625 
CB MRKT OTHER 





F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
165 
85 
S/O6/10 Pl' .. - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 12:52:18 
PARqEL: RP C0050021008A A Fl=SL 
F17=DD 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
SILVER VALLEY MANAGEMENT INC *TREND LOTS 8 & 9:291636 
BLK 21 
OSBURN TOWNSITE 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
PO BOX 73 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7---rsz-
KELLOGG ID 83837 EFFDATE 1DTl98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-=__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
21 1 2008 344 AC 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
25515 
TOTALS 344 25515 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
166 
5/06/10 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 12:52:35 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0050023001A A 
F17=DD Fl9=SP 
WHITESIDE, HOWARD TRUST UDT 
WHITESIDE, MARVALENE TRUST UDT 
*TREND 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
LOTS 1 & 2 
PO BOX 2063 
OSBURN ID 83849 
405 E MULLAN-----
X for parcelcornments 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
20 1 2007 







ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0 0 0 0 -OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 70Z-








CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 167940 142350 71175 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
167 
5/06/10 
PARCEL: RP C0050023005A A 
LAMBERT, BROCE E 
LAMBERT, SERENA M 
6 76 N 58TH ST 
ON.AHA NE 68132 
-__,,4...,.1"'9----;;Ec;---.M=o""""L·LAN 
------
CAT /ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
- PARCEL MASTER INQUIR'. 12:56:15 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND OSBORN BLK 23 
LOTS 5 & 6 TGW 
ABANDONED RR R/W 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 <:>WNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1 Uil 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-=__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F2 F22=EO 
168 
5/06/10 Pl 0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR• 
PARCEL: RP C0050024001A A Fl=SL 
12:56:19 
Fl4=HO 
CARLILE, GLORY S 
PO BOX 1100 
OSBURN ID 83849 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 1-2-3 
BLK 24 
OSBURN TGW ABANDONED RR R/W 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 -OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
505 E MULLAN-----
EFFDATE 3152 00 7 EXPDATE ..,.,.. -=---=--~ 
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0050024001AT 
X ..... f_o_r_pa comments 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 109730 109730 54865 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG - ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
169 
5/06/10 12:56:23 
PARCEL: RP C0050024004A A Fl=SL 
ROCQUEST LLC 





CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
21 1 2008 
42 1 2008 
Fl7=DD 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 4-5-6 18-48-4 
BLK 24 
OSBURN TOWNSITE 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE 
83849 PREV PARCEL ----




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
170 
5/06/10 P:t-: 
PARCEL: RP C0050025001A A 
HORNING, MARK M 
PO BOX 151 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--1~1-5---s~s=r-xTH 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 




*TREND TN TAX 99:279225 S &ADJ TO LOT 




BLK 25 + 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1DTl98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 







CB MR.KT OTHER 
TOTALS 114950 114950 57475 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
171 
5/06/10 
P~CEL: RP C0050025001B A 
HATFIELD, CASEY S 
HATFIELD, TABETHA M 





CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
- PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 
F17=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND N 139' OF LOTS 1 & 2 
- BLOCK 25 
OSBURN TOWNSITE 
ProVal Area Number 1 
12:57:08 
F14=BO 




PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 980 EXPDATE _-_-_-=.__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 172790 172790 86395 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
172 
S/06/1O Pl 
P~CEL: RP C0050025005A A 
JURKOVICH, WAYNE 
611 BANK ST 
WALLACE ID 83873 





*TREND LOTS 5-6-7,PRT OF ABANDONED RW 
BLK 25 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7U-Z--
619 E MULLAN-----
EFFDATE 3T52007 EXPDATE =-~-----
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0050025005AT ___ -- - -------
CAT/ST# RY 
18 1 2007 
20 1 2007 














TOTALS 1120 136200 133630 66815 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
173 
5/06/10 Pl 
PA;RCEL: RP C0050025012B A 
KELLY, SHAUN P 
PO BOX 826 
OSBURN ID 83849 
0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR· 
F16=XP F17=DD 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND PRT LOT 12 & 13 & ABND R/W 
12:57:24 
F14=HO 
- 283708 & 318361 LESS 280590 
BLK 25 OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
719 E MULLAN-----
EFFDATE 1TITl98 0 EXPDATE _ ----~-
83849 PREV PARCEL 
X _f_o_r_parcel comments 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
2O 1 2008 444 AC 










TOTALS 444 117380 52960 24578 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
174 
94 
5/06/10 Pl 0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR' 12:57:37 
PARCEL·: RP C0050025014B A Fl=SL 
F17=DD 
KAUFMAN, DEBORAH *TREND 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
PRT LOTS 14 & 15 
BLK 25 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
2 65 POLEBRIDGE LOOP CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 
POLEBRIDGE MT 59928 EFFDATE 3T52008 EXPDATE 
110 GARDEN----- 83849 PREV PARCEL RPC005002501~4=BT=---
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2008 








ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
175 
5/06/10 
PJ\RCEL: RP C0050025014C A 
ZECO CORP 
PO BOX: 928 
OSBURN ID 83849 
Fl7=DD 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND PRT OF LOTS 14 & 15 
ELK 25 
OSBURN 25-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE 
128 EIGHTH----- 83849 PREV PARCEL ----
CAT / ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
18280 
41 1 2007 6790 
TOTALS 25070 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys; F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7 -
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
176 
5/06/10 Pt,.,~ 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUJ.1'<.; ~· . ..,., . ..., .. 
PARCEL: RP C0050025014D Fl=SL Fl4=HO 
BRANDT, JEREMY J 
PO BOX 164 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-~1~3~2-----=E=I~GHTH 
X for parcelcomments 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
48 1 2007 
F17=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND S 44' OF LOT 14, S 44' OF WLY 
30' OF LOT 15 & 66' OF ABND RW 
BLK 25 OSBURN 18-48-4 





CODE AREA 5-0000 ~R CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3T52 0 0 6 EXPDATE _ --~-=---









CB MR.KT OTHER 
TOTALS 85460 85460 42730 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
177 
5/06/10 Pl-. 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQOIR 
PARCEL: RP C0050027003A F. 
HANSEN, SUE 
HANSEN, JOHN P 
51 7 CEDAR ST 
F17=DD 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 3 & 4 AND ADJ PORTION 
BLK 27 
OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OvlNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE ..,....,....-
WALLACE ID 83873 EFFDATE 1011980 EXPDATE 
616 E MULLAN 83849 PR.EV PARCEL ----
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
21 1 2008 53290 
42 1 2008 227691 
TOTALS 280981 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
178 
95 
5/ 06/10 Pi .00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR 13:00:00 
PARCEL: RP C0050027006A . 
SNITH, RANDALL W 
SNITH, MARY L 
PO BOX 76 
OSBURN ID 83849 
Fl=SL Fl4=HO 
Fl6=XP Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 6 & 7 
BLK 27 
OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
117 N SIXTH-----
EFFDATE 3152006 EXPDATE ~-~-----
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0050027006AT --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 







HO EXMP CB MRKT 
15200 
9425 
TOTALS 49250 49250 24625 
OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
179 
5/06/10 P~ JO - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR: 
PARCEL: RP C0050028001A A Fl=SL 
ATWELL, MICHAEL A 
PO BOX 952 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 1 & 2 
BLK 28 
OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
F14=HO 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE l""OT1980 EXPDATE 
504 E MULLAN----- 83849 PREV PARCEL ----
X for parcel comments 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 164550 130000 65000 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
180 
5/06/10 P.1. '00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUII\ 13:01:00 
PARCEL: RP C0050028003A A 
THERRIAN, DARRYL 
THERRIAN, CINDY 
5TH & PINE STREET 
WALLACE ID 
512 E MULLAN 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY 
21 1 2008 






*TREND LOTS 3 & 4 
BLOCK 28 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA O O O O OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7m-
EFFDATE 980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
181 
lo\ 
S/06/10 Pi 1.00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIP 13:01:18 
PARCEL: RP C0050028007A A Fl=SL 
PFAHL, J CHRIS 
PO BOX 438 
WALLACE ID 83873 -~l~1~4 ___ N_S_I~XTH 
--- ---
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 2 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOT 7 & PRT OF LOT 8 
BLK 28 
OSBURN TOWNSITE 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7rrz--
EFFDATE 3T52009 EXPDATE -,,,.--==-------
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0050028007AT 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
182 
S/06/1O Pl too - PARCEL MASTER INQUIF~ 
'1~0>' 
PARCEL: RP C0050028009A A Fl=SL 
13:01:29 
DIRE, NANCY 
PO BOX 346 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-~5~1~5--~E,,........,,c=H=EsffiUT 
CAT /ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl7=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND PRT LOTS 8 & 9 
PRT ADJ ABND ST BLK 28 
OSBURN TOWNSITE 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 70Z-
EFFDATE lDT1980 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
FB=CT Fl3=TM FlB=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
183' 
5/06/10 PM JO - PARCEL MASTER i~~ui~1 
PARCEL: fP C0050028009B A 
CLARK, DAVID L 








*TREND TN TAX 105 OF LOT 9, PRT LOT 8 
BLK 28 
OSBURN TOWNSITE 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TITl98 0 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 
--- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 161950 161950 80975 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
184 




PARCEL: ~p C0050028010A A e Fl=SL ~;J Fl4=HO 
F17=DD F19=SP 
HENNINGS, BRAD M 
HENNINGS, KILEY R 
PO BOX 441 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-~5~0~9--~E=-=c=H=ESTNUT 
CA'I' / ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
*TREND 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
E 42' OF LOTS 10 & 11 





BLOCK 28 OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE ~-








CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 7 9 7 5 0 7 9 7 5 0 3 9 8 7 5 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS O=Srch F22=EU 
185 
Jos 
5/0 6/10 PM, ) 0 - PARCEL MASTER l.~\,!U .L.tu 
PARCEL: RP C0050028010B A 
STOVERN, CHRISTOPHER N 
STOVERN, AUBREY E 
PO BOX 398 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--1~2~1 ___ N_F_I-FTH 
--- -- -
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl=SL F14=HO 
-Fl 7=DD F19= 
*TREND 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 







ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 75wNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 








CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 135840 135840 67920 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
186 
lOCP 
5/06/10 P ... 0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUI~ 13:02:20 
PARCEL: RP C0050029001A A 
Fl7=DD 
CORIGLIANO, BENJAMIN LIV TRUST *TREND 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
LOTS 1 & 2 
CORIGLIANO, LIVING TRUST BLK 29 
OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
S 4129 LINKE CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
'c;'R:EENACRES WA 99016 EFFDATE l'OT1980 EXPDATE 
402 E MULLAN----- 83849 ----PREV PARCEL 
--- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
21 1 2008 








ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
187 
........ 




PARCEL: ~p C0050029010A A Fl=SL 
HEI , DON F 




- E 50' OF LOTS 10-1 12 
BLOCK 29 
ProVal Area Number 1 
13:02:37 
F14=HO 
14221 S HIGHWAY 3 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
CATALDO ID 83810 
-~4~0=9------=E::-'>'C=H=EsTNUT 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 




PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 9 8 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 92650 92650 46325 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
188 
5/06/10 PM, 10 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR! 13:02:43 
PARCEL: ;RP C0050029012A A 
STORKSON, JAY 





- W. 92' OF LOTS 10-11-12 
BLOCK 29 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE HIT1980 EXPDATE -----~-
--4~0~1---E~c=H=ESTNUT 83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 













CB MRKT OTHER 
162730 162730 81365 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
189 
\o'l 
5/0 6/10 'ECHNICAL SUPPORT BtraEAu 
PMO0 - PARCEL MASTER ENTRY/UPD € 
PARCEL: ''.Rp C0050030005A A CM SP MS SW UR RPT HO CB REL PARC DD YO 
"X" to select> AX MH RC PP LD RI SL 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
VFW POST NO 1675 LOTS 5 & 6 
PO BOX 534 
OSBURN ID 83849 
318 E MULLAN-------- -- - -------
CAT SHEET RY QUANTITY UN 
81 1 2007 10 AC 
TOTALS 10 
83849 
BLK 30 OSBURN 
(IMPROVED) 




LOC CODE 7~ 
EXPDATE 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
Fl=Help F3=Exit F4=Prmpt FS=Refrsh F6=Name F7=Lgl FS=Cat F9=Msc F24=More Keys 
190 
l\C 
5/06/10 PM~ 0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRX 
PARCEL: _RP COO5OO3O007 A A 
WA 'I'ERS, PATRICK D 
WA 'I'ERS, DIANNE R 
PO BOX 488 




*TREND LOT 7 & 8 
BLK 30 
OSBURN 18-48~4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1DT198O EXPDATE 
83849 PREV PARCEL ----
--- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# B.Y QUANTITY UN 










CB MRKT OTHER 
41 1 2007 
TOTALS 158850 158850 79425 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM FlB=HS F2O=Srch F22=EU 
191 
I\\ 
5/OE/10 PM, '0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY 
PARCEL: RP C0050031004A A 
GRANNIS, RAYMOND W TRUST 
GRANNIS, ELEANOR L TRUST 




- LOTS 4-5-6 
BLK 31 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83814 EFFDATE lfill980 EXPDATE ------=--
83849 PREV PARCEL 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
21 1 2008 
42 1 2008 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8 0=Srch F22=EU 
192 
u-
5/06/10 PM~ 0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY J..:);u::,;.,., 
PARCEL: RP C0050031007A A 
CAPPARELLI, MICHAEL J 
CAPPARELLI, JULEAN 
PO BOX 1011 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 7 & 8 18-48-4 
- BLK 31 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 C>WNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE 1oil98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-=.__ _ _,,1-1-s ___ N_T_H_IRD 
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
21 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
42 1 2007 
TOTALS 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t 
F8=CT Fl3=TM 





HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
65385 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
193 
5/06/10 P1':. 10 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR: 13:10:05 
F14=HO PARCEi.;: RP C0050032004A A Fl=SL 
WEINKAUF', JOHN G 
PO BOX 961 
OSBURN ID 83849 _____ 1,_,...1_,,..4--~E ~M-=u=-LLAN 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 




- BLK. 32 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CO 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1"0Tl980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 120520 120520 60260 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3 F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
FB=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
194 
..,, vw-, ... "" 
PARCEL: RP C0050032010A 
STRAND, DORIS C 
% STRAND, HELEN I 
PO BOX 803 





*TREND LOTS 10-11-12 
- LESS PORTIONS BLK 32 OSBURN 
( FE ESTATE-HELEN I STRAND) 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 10Tl980 EXPDATE -
121 N FIRST----- 83849 PREV PARCEL - - --------
CAT/ ST# :RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2 007 
TOTALS 











171600 171600 85800 
CB MR.KT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
S F6=NM F7=LG ------
F20=Srch F22=EU 
195 
!:"' \UU - .t'Al<.l:J:!.L MA:STER INQUIF 13:10:37 
Fl4=HO PARCEL: RP C0050032010B 
HELM, EUGENE A 
PO BOX 239 




*TREND PORTIONS OF LOTS 10-11-12 
ELK. 32 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 10T1980 EXPDATE 
83849 PREV PARCEL ------- -- - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 90010 90010 45005 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
FB=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
196 
r ~uu - ~ARCEL MASTER INQUIF 13:10:44 
PARCEL,: RP C0050033001A 
BILTE, SHARON M 
PO BOX 592 
OSBURN ID 83849 
--1~0~4--~E=---.,C=H~ESTNUT 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND W 1/2 OF LOTS 1 & 2 
N. 5' OF STREET 
BLK. 33 + 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA O O O O -OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1UT1980 EXPDATE ---~-=--
83849 PREV PARCEL 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F5:::;SS F6:::;NM F7=LG ------
F8:::;CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
197 
111 
-'I VV/ .... v r .uu - ~AR~~L MASTER INQUIF 
PARCEL·: RP C0050033001B Fl=SL 
13:10:49 
F14=HO 
BEARD, DOUGLAS R *TREND 
BEARD, STACY L 
PO BOX 1088 
F17=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
E 1/2 OF LOTS 1 & 2 
N 5' OF STREET 
BLOCK 33 OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE 3152 0 0 7 EXPDATE 
110 E CHESTNU=T---- 83849 PREV PARCEL RPC005003300~1B=T=--------------
CAT/ST# R~ QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 111150 111150 55575 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
198 
\ \6 
F too - PARCEL MASTER INQUIJ 
PARCEL: RP C0050033003A 
13:11:11 
F14=HO 
WALCKER, JAMES R 
WALCKER, MICHELLE R 
PO BOX 336 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 3 & 4 
- BLK 33 
OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 





EFFDATE llIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 211350 211350 101153 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
199 
119 
5/06/10 E 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIF 13:11:33 
PARCEL.: RP C0050034002A 
TESKY, DONNIE 





CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 








- BLK 34 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1UT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 242870 242870 101153 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A ------FKeys: F2=TX F6=NM F7=LG 
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
200 
5/06/10 Pl 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR' 
PARCEL: RP C0050034003A A Fl=SL 
13:11:38 
F14=HO 
GREGORY, JAMES E 
PERALES, PEGGY A 
GREGORY, SAMELIA I 
PO BOX 285 
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
*TREND OSBURN 
- NELY 1/2 OF LOT 3,ALL OF LOT 4 
BLOCK 34 18-48-4 
· ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7m-
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE 3I52008 EXPDATE 
215 N SECOND----- 83849 PREV PARCEL RPC005003400=3A=T=---
X for parcel comments 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 













TOTALS 127270 85260 42630 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT 3=TM FlB=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
201 
\U 
5/ 06/10 F .. ~00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIF 13:11:43 
Fl4=BO PARCE~: RP C0050034005A Fl=SL 
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
SHEPPARD, MICHELLE C & GARY J *TREND WEST 1/2 OF LOT 5 & 6 





CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
TOTALS 





- BLK. 34 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE -~~ 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE 







CB MRKT OTHER 
150320 150320 75160 




5/06/10 r. ,00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUII 13:11:57 
PARCE~: RP C0050034005B A 
COOK, PAUL L 
COOK, DORIS D 
309 MAIN ST 
Fl7=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOT 5 & 6 
- EAST 1/2 
BLK 34 OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 ~R CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-ryz-
KELLOGG ID 83837 
203 E WALNUT-----
EFFDATE 1TITl98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_--=.__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
18900 
41 1 2007 92820 
TOTALS 111720 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
203 
IZ~ 
5/06/10 Plt,:'wtPO - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR 
i~1-t)t 
13:12:12 
F14=HO PARCEL.: RP C0050034007A A Fl=SL 
DODGE, GARRY L 
DODGE, PAULA E 
PO BOX 1043 
OSBURN ID 
220 N THIRD --
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY 
20 1 2007 
21 1 2007 
41 1 2007 





LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
*TREND LOTS 7-8 
BLK 34 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0 0 0 0 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE UIT1980 EXPDATE -----~-
83849 PREV PARCEL 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
18900 18900 9450 
14580 
54250 54250 27125 
43124 
130854 73150 36575 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A -FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7 
F8 Fl3=TM F18 F20=Srch F22=EU 
204 
124 
5/ 06/10 P. .00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIF ·13:12:21 
PARCEL: RP C0050034009A A Fl=SL 
CLARK, DAVID L 
CLARK, CHRISTINA K 
PO BOX 1069 
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND OSBURN 18-48-4 
- LOTS 9-10-11-12 
BLOCK 34 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 
202 N THIRD------
EFFDATE 3T52 0 0 8 EXPDATE ,,_ _a;--=-____ _ 
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0050034009AT - - --------
CAT/ ST# Rl' QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
36460 
41 1 2007 182490 
TOTALS 218950 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
205 
11..,s 
!:>/ Ub/l.0 Y ~00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIF 13:12:56 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0050035010A 
EDMUNDS, MATTHEW G 
DMUNDS, CORI A 





LOTS 10 & 11 
BLK 35 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 




N FOURTH 83849 
EFFDATE 980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
--- -- - -------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 











TOTALS 142810 142810 71405 
CB MR.KT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22 
206 
f2L 
5/06/10 P1 . 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUUr 13:13:07 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0050036001A A: 
s PECHT I JOHN R 
s PECHT I SANDRA A 










LOTS 1 & 2 
N 5 ' OF STREET 
BLK 36 OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE ~.,._,.,--
EFFDATE loT1980 EXPDATE 
PREV PARCEL ------- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 261670 261670 101153 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit S F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
207 
::J/ UOl,J.U p;r -i.uu - PARCEL MASTER INQUIB·- 13:13:18 
F14=HO PARCEL; RP C0050036005A Fl=SL 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
MOONEY-MILLARD, ANN V *TREND E 68' OF LOTS 5 & 6, 10' STRIP 
348939, BLOCK 36 
C/0 MOONEY, WILLIAM OR KAREN 
PO BOX 272 
SILVERTON ID 83867 
407 E WALNUT-------- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 





ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 11JT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-=__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 14 6600 146600 7 3300 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM FlB=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
208 
5/06/10 P:' 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIP' 13:13:33 
F14=HO PARCEL·: RP C0050036005B A 
HUTCHINS, RICK L 
PO BOX 721 
OSBURN ID 8384 9 -~2~1~9 ___ N_F_O-URTH 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND W.74' OF LOTS 5 & 6 
10' STRIP:348939 
BLOCK 36 OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0 0 0 0 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 70Z-
EFFDATE 3T52 0 0 7 EXPDATE -,a--=-=--_- _ 
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0050036005BT ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 67930 67930 33965 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
-----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
209 
5/06/10 P1 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR1 13:14:27 
PARCEL-: RP C005003800 lA A Fl=SL 
Fl7=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
ARNOTT, ROBERT *TREND LOT 1, S 1/2 OF LOT 2 
ARNOTT, KAY - BLK 38 
OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
5 91 VILI WAY CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE -""'""""~ 
PLEASANT HILL CA 94523 EFFDATE 1011980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
201 N SIXTH 83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
20 1 2007 25310 
41 1 2007 53190 
TOTALS 78500 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
210 
;J, vu1 . .1.v J:!r 'lUU - PARCEL MASTER INQUI:Er 
PARCEL,: RP C0050038003A Fl=SL 
13:14:34 
Fl4=HO 
LARGETEAU, ADRIENNE C 
PO BOX 1122 
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND N 1/2 OF LOT 2 
- LOT 3 
BLK. 38 + 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 





EFFDATE HIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 131280 131280 65640 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
211 
10/ 
::,/ Ub/lU p· ""100 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIT 13:14:41 
PARCEL: RP C0050040008A Fl=SL 
HEDGECOKE, LINDA 
PO BOX 58 
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOTS 8-9 
- N 1/2 LOT 10 
BLK 40 OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
KELLOGG ID 83837 
316 N SIXTH -----
EFFDATE 1 TITl 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL ___ -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
30470 
41 1 2007 139960 
TOTALS 170430 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
-----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
212 
5/06/10 p ·.oo - PARCEL MASTER INQUIF 
t''1E(1; 
13:14:46 
PARCEL: RP C0050040011B Ft'"' Fl=SL 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
NELSON, RONALD R LIVING TRUST *TREND OSBURN BLOCK 40 18-48-4 
NELSON, DEBORAH L LIVING TRUST E 77' OF S 1/2 OF LOT 10 & 
E 77' OF LOT 11 
ProVal Area Number 1 
PO BOX 858 CODE AREA 5-0000 75wNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE ~-
HUNTERSVILLE NC 28070 EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE 
306 N SIXTH 83849 PREV PARCEL ------- -- -
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
TOTALS 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit 
F8=CT F13=TM 














PARCEL·: RP C0050041003A A Fl=SL 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
DOTY, TIMOTHY J 
DOTY, MARTHA J 
*TREND OSBURN 
PO BOX 726 
OSBURN ID 83849 
315 N FOURTH------ - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 




LOTS 3 & 4 
BLOCK 41 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-r:rz-
EFFDATE 3T52007 EXPDATE ~-~--~-







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 131200 131200 65600 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
214 
5/ 06/10 P. 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUII 
PARCEL: RP C0050041008A A Fl=SL 
SLATER, BONNIE J *TREND 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 




BLK 41 OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
PO BOX 1045 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 70Z-
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE loT1980 EXPDATE 
322 N FIFTH----- 83849 PREV PARCEL ------- -- - -------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 201510 201510 100755 
CB MR.KT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
215 
5/ ()6/10 P. .00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIF 13:15:47 
F14=HO PAR.CEL: RP C0050041011A A 
BURDETT, BILL A JR 
BURDETT, CAROL L 




- LOT 11 & S1/2 OF LOT 10 
BLOCK 41 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 75wNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 10'I1980 EXPDATE OSBURN 
308 
ID 83849 
N FIFTH 83849 PREV PARCEL ----
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 96880 96880 48440 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F2 rch F22=EU 
216 
13& 
5/06/10 p· , 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIF 13:13:54 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0050042009A A 
CORWIN, SHIRLEY J 





CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
F17=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 




- BLOCK 42 
OSBURN 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7-rrz-
EFFDATE 980 EXPDATE 










TOTALS 91300 91300 45650 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------




PARCEL: RP C0050042011A A 
CORWIN, DAVID E 
CORWIN, SHELLY E 





CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 








- BLOCK 42 
OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0 00 0 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1uTl98 0 EXPDATE 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 161310 161310 80655 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
218 
5/06/10 Pl 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUI~· 13:16:02 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0100001006A A 
ZABEL, DAVID F LIVING TRUST 
ZABEL, ELOISE LIVING TRUST 





CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
F17=DD 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 





DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1""0T1980 EXPDATE _-_ -_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 113430 113430 56715 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
219 
13~ 
5/06/10 W" 1 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY .Lid:: VJ.: U-' 
PARCEL: RP C0100004015A A Fl=SL 
SHELKY, JOYCE M *TREND 
PO BOX 549 




LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
E 1/2 OF LOT 15 20-48-4 
W 1/2 OF LOT 16 BLK 4 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE 
PREV PARCEL --------------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 70360 70360 35180 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
220 
5/06/10 _..,_•V-•V'W' 
PARCEL: RP C0100004017A A·. Fl=SL 
s TEPHENS I BILL y J 
10 07 UTAH AVE 
F17=DD F19= 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOT 17, E 1/2 LOT 16 
- BLOCK 4 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
BUTTE MT 59701 
___,....1 ..... 2 ...,.6-..-3~-------G=AR----DEN ----- EFFDATE 3152006 EXPDATE --...-=----=---83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0100004017AT - - --------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 2 2007 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
13860 
41 l 2007 79960 
TOTALS 93820 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
FB=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
221 
\4\ 
5/06/10 w ·oo - PARCEL MASTER INQUIRY l..!:UJ.:.:n 
F14=BO PARCEL: RP C0100005008A A 
BARDELLI, FREDERICK K 
PO BOX 124 





*TREND LOTS 8 & 9 
- BLK 5 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Numbe~ 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE HIT1980 EXPDATE 
83849 PREV PARCEL --------------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 100820 100820 50410 
CB MRK'1' OTHER 
ENTER NEX'l' PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
222 
. 14 'Z,.; 
5/Ub/J.U 
PARCEL: RP C0100005012A 
WEAVER, DEREK S 
WEAVER, CHRISTINE A 
2 S BOOTLEGGER TRAIL 





*TREND E 1/2 OF LOT 11, ALL OF LOT 12 
- BLK 5 DUNKLE GARDEN 
19-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
1145 GARDEN -----
EFFDATE 31"52009 EXPDATE ~-~~---
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0100005012AT 
X for parcelcomments 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN-
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
223 
\43 
PARCEL: RP C0100005014A Fl=SL 
KIRBY, TERRY J 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOT 14, W 1/2 OF LOT 15 
BLK 5 19-48~4 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
J.2:Ul:45 
F14=BO 
PO BOX 841 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
OSBURN ID 8384 9 
-1-..1-.-5.....,7r------:::G=AR=DEN -----
- - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 




PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7U-Z-
EFFDATE 1 TITl 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_-__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 122330 122330 61165 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
'>94 1,....., 
:JI UtJ/ J.U w---100 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR,. 12: 01: 48 
PARCEL: RP C0100005016A Fl=SL (?,, F14=HO 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
CAMPBELL, BETTY L *TREND N 1/2 OF LOT 16 N 1/2 OF THE 
- E 1/2 OF LOT 15 BLK 5 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD 19-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
PO BOX 4 3 4 CODE AREA 5-0 0 0 0 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE HIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
l 163 GARDEN 83849 PREV PARCEL 









CB MRKT OTHER 
20 l 2007 
41 l 2007 
TOTALS 86590 86590 43295 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ----- ~ 




PARCEL: RP C0100005016B A 
DANCER, GEORGE 
DANCER, DARLENE 
% SAMPONT, RUTH 
PO BOX 542 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-..,..2,......l-r-4------=T=WE=LFTH 
C'!t' 
Fl 7=DD Fl9=t}/ 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND S 1/2 OF THEE 1/2 OF LOT 15 
- S 1/2 OF LOT 16, BLOCK 5 
(LIFE EST-RUTH SAMPONT)19-48-4 + 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3152008 EXPDATE - -==-~-=--
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0100005016BT -------
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
226 
5/06/10 p ioo - PARCEL MASTER INQ0IF 
PARCEL: RP CO1OO0O6OO2A A 




*TREND LOTS 2 & 3 
- BLOCK 6 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
12:01:58 
F14=HO 
PO BOX 222 CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
OSBURN ID 83849 
---1-..0=O,.,..5---------,.GAR=·nEN -----
- - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 l 2007 




PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1 Dfl 98 0 EXPDATE _ -_-_--=.__ 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 201380 201380 100690 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F2O=Srch F22=EU 
227 
S/O6/10 F 1 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUif 12:04:41 
PARCEL: RP C0100006007A A Fl=Sµ 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
CARTER, CHRISTOPHER J *TREND LOTS 7 & 8 19-48-4 
- BLK 6 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
24 907 E SAN CARLOS AVE CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
NEWMAN LAKE WA 99025 EFFDATE 1CIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-=.__ 
l 027 . GARDEN' 83849 PREV PARCEL 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 2 2007 
VALUE HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
24500 
41 l 2007 113960 
TOTALS 138460 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
FS=CT Fl3=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
228 
• J..,.. 
5/0'6/10 ? ~ 00 - PARCEL MASTER n,.yu.11<.· 
PARCEL: RP C0100007002B A 
BANKS, WILLI.AM 0 
DE.AN, MARIANNE L 
% BANKS, MARGARET L (L EST) 
PO BOX 722 





*TREND S 150' OF LOTS 2 & 3 BLK 7 
83849 
- DUNKLE GARDEN ADD 18 & 19-48-4 
(LIFE EST-MARGARET L BANKS) 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE l"OT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
PREV PARCEL ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY ON 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 118450 118450 59225 
CB MRKT OTHER 
~NTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
229 
5/01>/10 F , 00 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIIf 12:02:27 
PARCEL: RP C0150001004A A 
BOUTON, ROBERT J 
BOUTON, JUNE M 






*TREND S 1/2 OF E 1/2 OF LOT 3, 
S 1/2 LOTS 4,5,6 BLK 1 
DUNKLE'S SECOND ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE HIT1980 EXPDATE ---~--=---
83849 PREV PARCEL ----------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
21 1 2008 
42 1 2008 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----~ 
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
230 
:,, u01 .1u P1' -100 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR'- 12:02:34 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0150002008A Fl=SL 
WEIKEL, CORY J 
WEIKEL, SHELLIE A 
PO BOX 27 
F17=DD F19=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND LOT 8, W 1/2 OF LOT 9 
- BLK 2 
DUNKLE'S SECOND ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE ~.,....,.,....._ 
OSBURN ID 83849 EFFDATE 1UT1980 EXPDATE 
-~9-0-1-----GARD~. EN 83849 PREV PARCEL ------- -- - ~------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 277830 277830 101153 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit FS=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
231 
lt=nl 
S/O6/i0 PI 'lO - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR·· 11:58:24 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0200005011A A Fl=SL 
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION CB 
MCKAY, KEITH D *TREND LOTS 11 & 12 
MCKAY, SHARON R 
PO BOX 2067 
OSBORN ID 83849 
BLK 5 
DUNKLE'S THIRD ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
ll41 E LARCH----- 83849 
EFFDATE 1011980 EXPDATE -----~-
PREV PARCEL --
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 130070 130070 65035 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
232 
S/O6/10 P: '10 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIP' 11:58:33 
F14=HO PARCEL: RP C0100003002A A-
CLOOS, RICHARD P 
CLOOS, DEBRA L 
PO BOX 1103 
OSBURN ID 83849 
1307 E MULLAN 
F17=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND 143-538: OF LOTS 2 & 3 
BLOCK 3 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBORN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1TIT1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL --- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 143620 143620 71810 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EO 
233 
S/O6/10 Pl "0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR 11:58:54 
PARCEL: RP C0100005012A A Fl=SL 
WEAVER, DEREK S 
WEAVER, CHRISTINE A 
2 5 BOOTLEGGER TRAIL 




*TREND E 1/2 OF LOT 11, ALL OF LOT 12 
BLK 5 DUNKLE GARDEN 
19-48-4 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3T52 0 0 9 EXPDATE """"-;--,o;-~---
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0100005012AT 
X for parcelco_rnm_e_n~t_s ____ _ 
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 




ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
234 
:::>F Ub/ J.U ,. "llOO - PARCEL MASTER INQUI' 11:59:17 
Fl4=HO PARCEL: -RP C0100007009B 
REYNOLDS, THOMAS SR 







*TREND LOTS 9&10, LESS N.140',BLOCK 7 
- OLD TAX 22 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 
EFFDATE luI1980 EXPDATE --
83849 PREV PARCEL ----------
CAT/ST# :RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2 007 
TOTALS 











195170 195170 97585 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP _____ A 
S F6=NM F7=LG 
8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
235 
5/06/10 p 
PARCEL: BP C0100006004A A 
ISENBERGER, MARYANN 
PO BOX 2150 
OSBURN ID 83849 
-..lc-,O'""""l,=;7~-------.cG=-=A-=RoEN 




*TREND LOTS 4 & 5 18 & 19-48-4 
BLOCK 6 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD OSBURN 
ProVal Area Number 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 3152010 EXPDATE ~-~--~-
83849 PREV PARCEL RPC0100006004AT 
--- - - --------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 149980 149980 74990 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT Fl3=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
236 
5/06/10 Pl ">0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR' 11:59:37 
Fl4=HO PARCEL: RP C0100007002B A 
BANKS, WILLIAM 0 
DEAN, MARIANNE L 
% BANKS, MARGARET L {LEST) 





CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 
41 1 2007 
Fl7=DD Fl9=SP 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
*TREND S 150' OF LOTS 2 & 3 BLK 7 
DUNKLE GARDEN ADD 18 & 19-48-4 
{ FE EST-MARGARET L BANKS) 




CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE 1011980 EXPDATE 







CB MRKT OTHER 
TOTALS 118450 118450 59225 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exi t F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG -----
F8 F13=TM F18=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
237 
\':,7 
5/06/10 PI-.. (tf;c."0 - PARCEL MASTER INQUIR7 
PARCEL: ·RP C0050004009A A~' Fl=SL 
11:59:57 
F14=HO 
PLUID, CASEY E 
PLUID, STEPHANIE L 








LOTS 9 & 10 
BLK 4 18-48-4 
ProVal Area Nwnber 1 
CODE AREA 5-0000 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 7~ 
EFFDATE HJI1980 EXPDATE _-_-_-=.__ 
83849 PREV PARCEL 
--- -- - -------
CAT/ ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
20 1 2007 










TOTALS 132320 132320 66160 
CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3 F5~SS F6=NM F7=LG ------
F8=CT F13=TM Fl8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
238 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Shoshone County 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING PAGES~\-- \SS ARE 
CORRECT COPIES OF THE ORIGINAL NOW ON RECORD IN THIS OFFICE. 
SEALED ON THIS ~4-l-- DAY ty\4* OF, 2010, 
JERRY WHITE, SHOSHONE COUNTY ASSESSOR 
__ {'IJ-'--\..ac..~~-\-'-' ___ ~ ____ ; ~-------CHIEF DEPUTY ASSESSOR 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF SHOSHONE ) 
On this (p"f!L day of 'm'fj/f., , 20 ID, befure me, Terri Wild, a notary public in 
and for said State, personally ap ared ~.aM-l~A fh ~ 
known or identified to me to be the person whose rune is subsbed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that they/he/she executed the same. In Witness 
Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year first 
above written. 
b:f:u«~tv~cP 
Notary Public in and for the State ofldaho, 
Residing at: Silverton, Idaho 
My commission Expires: May 13, 2014 
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